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Exhibit brings
humor to art
PAIGE GLENN
STAFF WRITER

Hot pink prom dresses, cowboys
and fake mustaches are just a few of the
images you might find at Lee Gallery in
the coming weeks. The works of Jacinda
Russell and Nancy Douthey will be on
view Friday, Oct. 8 through Wednesday,
Nov. 10. The exhibit entided "3 Weeks,
6 Earthworks, 1 Portable Studio and
ALL That Lies in Between" features
photography, sculptures, books and
video. Hear the artists talk about their
work and answer your questions during
a gallery discussion on Friday, Oct. 8 in
Lee Gallery, Lee Hall from 5-6 p.m.
Suck around afterward for the opening
reception honoring the artists until 8
p.m.
Together, Russell and Douthey
spent two years working to develop,
prepare and present this collection of
work. In the summer of 2009, the artists
traveled the American West visiting
six famous earthworks — works of art
made by altering the landscape or other
geographical features, usually on a large
scale — including James Turrell s "Roden
Crater" and Robert Smithsons "Spiral

Jetty."
see EXHIBIT page D5
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Greek practices face scrutiny
Council and chapter leaders to discuss future on Sunday; groups to reorganize.
TEDDY KULMALA
NEWS EDITOR

On Sunday, the Greek community
will learn what awaits them when their
chapter and council presidents meet to
discuss the recent events and sanctions
that set the campus ablaze with anger,
confusion and rumors.
Last weekend, the presidents of
the five Greek councils sent an email to the chapter presidents detailing
the predicament posed to the Greek
community and the projected course
of action. The final result was a twoweek cease-and-desist and a monthlong social probation. However, on
Saturday night, those sanctions were
lifted.
"Within the last few weeks, we
have had numerous reports... about
incidents of pledging activities that
were unsafe and inappropriate, and
they came from reliable sources," Vice
President for Student Affairs Gail
DiSabatino said.
Last Wednesday, the Office of
Fraternity and Sorority Life called a
meeting of the five council presidents
and forty chapter presidents. Thursday
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Suzanne Pickens, left, James Clinton, center, and Arthur Doctor shed light on the recent events of the Greek
community at a press conference on Monday. Courses of action will be discussed and defined this Sunday.

DiSabatino said, "We got a call that a
student has been taken to the hospital
as a result of a very unsafe pledging

Lounge opens
in Sirrine
Construction improves building and
student study habits.

On Monday, WSPA News
Channel 7 reported that an underage

see CREEK page A4

Moped crash
injures two
SUV driver unharmed in low-speed
collision.
NEWS EDITOR

Everyone always notices the
Tiger on game days. Whether he
is pumping up the crowd, doing
pushups after a touchdown or
prowling the sidelines with his usual
swagger, the eyes of Clemson fans
always turn toward our school's
proud mascot. In fact, people are
often so enamored with our ferocious
feline that they forget to appreciate
our other sideline supporter, the
Tiger Cub.
The Cub was originally created
in the early '90s as a more childfriendly alternative to Clemson's
intimidating Tiger mascot. With his
smiling face, oversized shoes and
whimsical walk, the Tiger Cub has
always been about keeping the fans
into the game while making them
laugh since his inception.
Behind the mask of Clemson's
favorite sidekick is the face of the
first female to ever don the attire of
the Tiger Cub, Sarah Newburn.
see TIGER CUB page C3
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Theta Chi member was taken to the

activity.
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Planning for the new study lounge in Sirrine Hall began in spring 2009.

TRACI WASHINGTON
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Sirrine Hall has recendy undergone
changes that could possibly make lives
better, more comfortable and maybe
improve academic achievement.
When the College of Business
and Behavioral Sciences' (CBBS)
Student Advisory Board was asked
what could possibly be done to make
their lives better, they knew exacdy
what they wanted.
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"The idea for a new student
lounge came about when CBBS
students were asked how we could
make Sirrine a more enjoyable place
to study and work together on group
projects. The current student lounge
is also long overdue for a restoration,"
Student Advisory Board member
Helen Oxner said.
They insisted that a lounge for
CBBS students would be a great
see SIRRINE page A5
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Two people were hospitalized
and traffic was diverted for more
than two hours Sunday night after a
collision on Old Greenville Highway
between a Jeep Grand Cherokee and
a moped.
According to Chief Johnson
Link of Clemson University Police
Department, around 7:10 p.m.
the Jeep was turning left off Old
Greenville Highway onto Calhoun
Drive when it was struck by a moped
carrying two passengers.
CUPD as well as University Fire
Department and EMS were first to
respond. The driver and passenger
of the moped were taken to AnMed
Health in Anderson. As ofWednesday,
Chief Link does not know of their
status.
According to Link, the driver of
the Jeep was unharmed. The Jeep was
not towed from the scene; however,
the moped was. "It appears there has
been a summons issued to the driver
of the Jeep," Link said. "I presume
it would be failing to yield right of
way... It's a traffic offense."
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Speed was not a factor in the
incident, and neither was alcohol.
However, the rains from Sunday
afternoon and evening made the
roads slick. "Usually when you have
a vehicle that has turned in front of
another vehicle, most people don't
turn in front of something they think
they're going to hit. So either there's a
situation where there's a misjudgment
of the distance, or the rain could
have been such that it did affect that
individual's vision," Link said, adding
that he could not say whether or not
wet roads were a factor.
Link said the damage for the Jeep
and the moped was set at $2,000 for
each. "We don't use the terminology
'fault.' What we say is that the driver of
the Jeep contributed to that collision
by turning in front of that vehicle,"
he said, adding that due to the state's
liability insurance requirements, the
driver of the moped will probably
initiate a lawsuit to recover the
damages to their property.
Link said the investigation was
complete and the roads opened back
up at 9:28 p.m. Clemson City Police
and S.C. Highway Patrol provided
additional assistance.
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Required play
debuts
Summer Reading requirement adds
mandatory play attendance.
JORDAN SMITH
STAFF WRITER

The 2010 Freshman Summer Reading
assignment includes a requirement for
students to attend a Clemson Players
production of the script they read this
summer. Performances of "These Shining
Lives" will run from Oct. 6 through Oct.
9 with shows at 8 p.m. each night and at 3
p.m. on Oct. 10 in the Brooks Center.
"These Shining Lives," written
by Melanie Marnich, follows the lives
of four young women growing up in
1920s Chicago. The characters encounter
dangerous working conditions in the
factory where they work and have to

pull together in order to expose the harm
being done to workers. "The play is about
women especially and their friendships,"
director of theatre Dr. Mark Charney
said. "About their first jobs, about coming
into their own."
The story told by "These Shining
Lives" also touches on a wide range
of issues that are of interest to the
academic mind. "This year's summer
reading selection borrows from history,
law, medicine and science, all to set the
background for the independence and
friendship the four women in the play
experience," Dr. Richard Goodstein, a
see PLAY page A5

From left, Chris Onken, Kaylee Gonzalez and Hillary Porter star in "These Shining Lives," which all freshmen are
required to attend as part of the Summer Reading requirement.

Program rents bicycles
CORE offers healthy alternative to driving and parking for small fee.
JONATHAN PROCHASKA
STAFF WRITER

The customized bikes are available
in different sizes and rental plans.

A new program allows Clemson
students to have another way to make
it to class, avoid the parking lots and
help the university become more
sustainable.
Clemson CORE has created
a program initiated by students to
implement a bicycle rental service to
promote a healthy, sustainable way for
students to move around campus and

Clemson.
Robert Taylor is the Student
Services Program Coordinator for the
Clemson CORE program and one of
the members heading the bicycle rental
program.
"Many campuses around the
country offer bike share or rental
programs, and Clemson had nothing
to offer its students," Taylor said.
"Parking is difficult on campus, and
some students do not even bring cars
to campus. Biking is a fun, healthy

and sustainable way to get around
our campus. When we developed the
proposal for the program, we surveyed
the students and a majority were in
favor of a program like this."
The bicycles provided are 21-speed
hybrid bikes made by Giant and are
customized with Clemson logos and
colors. There are small, medium and
large sizes to fit a wide range of users.
There are a total of 50 bicycles
currently in the program available to
rent. Bicycles can be rented at the

new CORE program at the campus
beach. Pricing is $50 per year, $30 per
semester or $10 per month. CORE has
rented out about 22 bicycles thus far.
The bicycle rental program was
presented to Undergraduate Student
Government last fall as part of the
Capitol Improvement Grant Program.
There it was voted out by a narrow
margin but has since been partially
funded by the Student Government
see BICYCLES page A4

Combat Stress Through Diet?
Stress! Doesn't that word make you want to jump out of your seat and get to the nearest beach and unwind!
Stress isn't just a word though It's an essential biological response, however, unnecessary, continued and
repeated activation of the stress response can be damaging on your body, compromising your ability to fight
off infection and effecting your cardiovascular and digestive systems.
So how do we combat stress through our diets? Foods that are rich in vitamins, minerals, fiber and antioxidants can help to fight of the negative effects of stress. Vitamins and minerals help to make all of your
bodily systems run properly. Fiber helps to keep your digestive tract healthy Antioxidants help to combat
inflammatory factors produced dunng times of stress. These inflammatory factors contribute to cardiovasBy Jon UIIM\ orth.
Dietary Specialist
cular disease, cancer, and other chronic diseases. Most of these powerful stress fighters are found in your
Clemson Dining Services fruits, vegetables, whole grains, and healthy sources of fat - all of which we as Americans struggle to obtain
on a daily basis'

Here are some easy tips to turn your ordinary diet into a stress fighting diet!
Have breakfast each morning and start your day off right to
help maintain energy levels. Pour skim or low fat milk over a
whole grain cereal and top with slices of banana, or try peanut
butter on a whole wheat bagel with a glass of orange juice or
request egg whites instead regular eggs with fruit, whole grain
toast and skim or low fat milk
=* Eat plenty of vibrant vegetables (green,
yellow, orange, leafy, purple, and red) due to
their vitamin, mineral, and antioxidant content.
For lunch, check out the new station. Nature's
Marketplace at Harcombe. It's a great place to
find fresh veggies - get them sauteed or
steamed with your choice of a whole grain side
and a healthy entree.
=> Turn ordinary snacks, like pretzels or baked potato chips,
into stress fighting snacks. Try a fat-free yogurt, a piece of fruit
and a hardboiled egg or a few ounces of dried fruit, nuts and
seeds.

=> Consume foods rich in omega-3 fatty acids, like flax seeds,
salmon, tofu and walnuts.
=> Take a vitamin/mineral supplement daily to ensure you are
getting all of the nutrients your body needs
=> Limit foods that could contribute to higher stress levels,
such as: sweetened tea, coffee, soda, alcohol, high fat foods,
foods with a high sugar content, and high sodium foods.
During stressful times you may crave
those "comfort" foods, high in saturated
fat or sugar, but adjusting your diet to
meet these recommendations will help
you to ward off the effects of stress If
you would like more information on
fighting stress through diet, contact Jon
Unsworth, the Clemson Dining Services
Nutritionist at luurition^clemson edu

NEWS

After many weeks of
promotion,
fanfare
and
heightened student interest,
AfterDark was held last
Thursday night in front of a
large standing-room-only crowd
at the outdoor amphitheatre.
Dubbed by its promoters as "the
campus event of the year," an
estimated 2000 to 2500 students
and community members piled
into the amphitheatre and the
surrounding North Green to hear
speaker Joe White and performer
Matt Wertz.
"I thought we had a great
showing," AfterDark event
coordinator Brooke George said.
"A lot of people turned out to
hear Matt Wertz and Joe White,
whose message was definitely
very visually impactful."
Per the mission statement
on its website, AfterDark "is
a ministry that visits various
college campuses throughout
the year, spreading the gospel
of Jesus Christ." However, to its
organizers and many who were
in attendance, it is much more.
"It's hard to sum up what
AfterDark simply is, because
it is so many different things,"
Kristen Bouchillon, another
campus organizer, said. "I would
say ultimately that AfterDark is
an innovative way of presenting
the gospel."
AfterDark is run, programmed
and sponsored by the popular
Christian sports camp, Kanukuk,
whose director, Joe White,
consequently serves as the lead
speaker for each AfterDark event.
The event travels to multiple
campuses each year to entertain
and preach to college students
around the country. AfterDark
has been to Clemson once before,
in 2002, and has future events
planned at campuses throughout
the nation, including Texas Tech,
Kansas State and the University
of Georgia.
About midway through last

semester, an AfterDark official
reached out to the leaders of
various
Clemson
campus
ministries about the possibility
of putting on the event. "Really,
this event has been in the works
since last March," Bouchillon
said.
The event was subsequently
hosted as the product of all
campus ministries and Christian
organizations.
"It's also important to note
that the AfterDark people paid
for the event themselves," George
said. "Everything from fliers to
rent for the amphitheatre was
paid for by AfterDark. None
of the ministries had to pay
anything."
Joe White, the lead speaker
for the event, established the
well-known Kanukuk camps
in 1974 and has served as
owner and director ever since.
He played college football at
Southern Methodist University
and coached at Texas A&M. He
has also written and published
19 books.
Matt Wertz served as the
musical performer for the event,
though every AfterDark event has
a different musical act. Previous
AfterDark performers include
Lecrae, Dave Barnes and Heather
Headley. Wertz has released six
albums and three EPs in his time
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as a recording artist.
Andrew Finley, a junior in
packaging science, was one of the
many in attendance and said he
was moved by the performance. "I
thought AfterDark did a fantastic
job of bringing an emotionally
charged Gospel message that
is relevant to many in today's
society," he said. "I hope and
pray that many more Clemson
students come to full realization
of God's incredible love because
of this event."
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GREEK from page Al
hospital after drinking too much alcohol.
DiSabatino said she believes he is no longer
in the hospital but that she could not
comment further.
Regarding the other questionable
pledge activities, DiSabatino said there
were some non-alcohol-related practices
she is hoping to curb. "The way it's been
described to me is pledges are required to
drive members around at night after they've
been drinking, late at night until early
morning, also getting calls in the middle of
the night to go run an errand."
DiSabatino said these practices are
especially dangerous if a pledge hasn't gotten
enough sleep or isn't driving his or her own
car. "If they've got a car-load of people who
are drunk, that's an unsafe situation," she
added.
On Friday, the Office of Fraternity and
Sorority Life again called the council and
chapter presidents, this time to meet with
DiSabatino, who met with the council
presidents and then the chapter presidents.
"[I] let them know that, at that point in
time, I was considering a cease-and-desist,"
she said. "I said, 'But short of that, maybe
you have other suggestions and solutions
to offer.'"
DiSabatino said during the 90-minute
meeting, the presidents collaborated
and developed the list of sanctions that
was eventually sent out. Saturday night,
fraternity presidents met with James
Clinton, president of the Interfratemity
Council. "What I understand is that there
was a lot of pushback about this," she said.
Clinton told The Tiger that there was
no discussion of fraternities boycotting
the homecoming festivities as has been
rumored. "I think the fraternities were just
looking to find solutions to the issues, and
they just felt that the sanctions that were in
place were not really going to help the issues
at all, and if anything, they would probably
hurt the issues," he said.
Also on Saturday night, the sanctions
were lifted. "What people really wanted
is to kind of look at the issues that we're
having, and we weren't seeing that anybody
was really doing that," Clinton said.
"When we met on Saturday, they were
very responsive to that, and I think they
wanted to continue the conversation, so we
lifted the sanctions for this week so we can
continue the conversation on Sunday."
On Monday, Clinton, along with
Panhellenic Council president Suzanne
Pickens and National Panhellenic Council
president Arthur Doctor held a press

conference to inform the public on the
recent events. "There's nothing that's
stringent and in place at this moment as
far as sanctions go," Clinton said.
"Basically, it's an assimilation of events,
not just this semester but over the course
of the past few years and semesters,"
Pickens said. "So it wasn't just one
event that triggered everything. Basically,
we have seen that some members of the
community haven't been maybe using their
best judgment with some alcohol-related
incidents. We were actually encouraged by
the administration to sit down and come
up with some ideas."
On Sunday, the chapter and council
presidents will meet again to lay out
their plan of action. Until then, Clinton
said that while the sanctions were lifted,
some restrictions were still put in place
to protect Greek members this weekend,
with particular regards to parties. There
will still be tailgating at the Quad under
the supervision of IFC and the other Greek
councils, he said.
"The only restrictions to parties are
that any chapters looking to have an event
cannot have anything until Friday or
Saturday night, and it has to be at a thirdparty vendor," he said. "We're still allowed
to have social events, as long as it's at a
third-party vendor."
While Greek members were encouraged
not to speak with the media regarding
this situation, one Greek alumnus shared
his thoughts with The Tiger. Thompson
Smith, a 1975 Clemson graduate and
former president of Alpha Gamma Rho,
feels the negative aspects of Greek life are
overshadowing the positive ones.
"In my own case, I felt very much
disconnected from the campus community
and considered quitting school until I joined
Alpha Gamma Rho," Smith said. "After
that, I flourished in both my academic
and social life. I met my wife through the
fraternity and secured my first job because
of a fraternity brother."
"I like to laughingly say that the
only things I gained from my fraternity
experience [were] an education, a wife, a
job and lifelong friendships," he continued.
"There are some negatives associated with
the Greek System, but the positives far
outweigh the negatives."
Clinton is optimistic about the
future and said the recent events have
galvanized the Greek community. "As a
Greek community, we're more united now
than ever," he said. "There's a high sense
of understanding, but also there's a high
morale and support from the community."
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Rodeo promotes safety
Bike owners learn safe riding habits at Nettles Park.

Several Clemson University organizations participated in a bicycle rodeo to help promote safe biking habits. The
event hopes to increase university student interest in coming years.

JEFF KINNISON

lower parking lot of Nettles Park,
offering a variety of obstacle courses
for bikers to ride through.
Nettles Park was the
iter of
The Clemson tennis team
activity on Sunday afterm
for donated five gallons of cut up tennis
bike owners.
balls to use for a rock avoidance
Cub Scout Den 94 put on a course. Bikers could also ride over a
Bike Rodeo, the sixth of its kind, seesaw type ramp to test their skills.
and this year the focus has shifted
The
Clemson
Business
from simply advertising the Boy Experience (CBE) and Clemson
Scouts of America to promoting Behavioral Science Experience
bike safety for both children and (CBSE) also attended.
adults.
"This is our first year
"It's about safety, it's about participating," CBE adviser Suerea
safety, and it's about safety," Weblos Wooten said. "[We'll be] verifying
den leader Rodney Brooks said. "If waivers, handing out prizes and...
you wear your helmet, you're not providing moral support." The sister
gonna break your egg."
organizations helped to watch over
Following this theme, the the riders and helped with forms
organization Safe Kids of Anderson and waivers.
donated 100 helmets to the rodeo.
"The CBE and CBSE students
The Clemson Bike Club fit attendees are here to help through community
for the free helmets.
service projects to the local
The rodeo was set up in the community," CBSE coordinator
Adam Hunter said.
Several other organizations
made appearances at the rodeo.
The
Anderson
County
Sheriff's Department came to give
identification cards with pictures
and fingerprints to the children.
They were also scheduled to fly a
helicopter in to show the kids.
phased to. imiite ywi
The fire department brought
out a fire engine and fire safety
house to teach children how to
escape from a burning building and
show how they put out fires.
STAFF WRITER
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BICYCLES from page A2
Student Services Budget. The bicycle
program was originally supposed to
begin with 100 bicycles.
Students that have participated
with the program already have given
it high reviews and recommend other
students to take part.
Austin Barrett is a senior in parks,
recreation and tourism management
and a member of the Sustainability
Committee in Student Government.
Barrett is participating this year with
the program.
"I really appreciate having a bike
on campus. Riding around to classes
has been quick and convenient,"
Barrett said. "For only $50 for the
entire year, I got a brand new bike,
lock, helmet and a new source of
fun! Instead of driving my car, I can
just hop on my bike. I think the bike
rental program is a great resource

Pendleton Rescue also sent an
ambulance in case of any biking
accidents.
State Farm Insurance sent a
representative in conjunction with
the Anderson Behavioral Health
Center (ABHC).
Their station had a 9-1-1 calling
simulation for kids to practice dialing
and speaking with an operator.
The ABHC representative also
had drunk goggles that people had
to wear while walking a straight line
and catching tennis balls.
They hoped to raise awareness
of the danger of alcohol by
showing how it impairs vision and
coordination.
The Clemson Cyclery, a bike
shop, also had a bike check station
set up.
The festivities kicked off with a
ceremony that featured the National
Anthem and two Cub Scouts riding
in formation with American flags
attached to their bikes.
Thanks were expressed to
veterans and Boy Scout members,
and then the courses opened up to
everyone.
The rodeo was not just for kids,
though.
Clemson students were also
invited, but few came outside of the
organizations represented.
"I see Clemson students [biking
unsafely]," Brooks said, "and I just
want to say 'stop, stop, stop.'"

for Clemson students and a starting
point for a more bike- and ecofriendly campus."
Taylor said members involved in
creating the bicycle program are not
settling on long-term bicycle rental
as the sole final goal of the program.
We are also working to repair
impounded bikes, paint them orange
and spread throughout campus for
a bike share option. We also have
a bike shop where students can use
tools to work on their own bikes,"
he said.
Currently students are the only
members of the community able to
participate and rent a bicycle.
Plans should eventually allow
faculty and staff the opportunity to
participate as well.
Students interested in renting
a bike can visit www.clemson.edu/
core for updates or email outside@
clemson.edu.

NEWS

SAA highlights
limited funds
New member donations help campaign.
TRACI WASHINGTON
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Clemson's state funding and federal
stimulus money only covers a very small
percentage of the amount of money
that it takes to operate the university
throughout the year. Where does the rest
of the funding that Clemson needs to
survive come from?
Clemson University is a public
university, meaning it is a state-supported
school, so it receives funding from the
state each year. These funds are usually
only used for operating costs.
According to Rhett Ricard of the
Student Alumni Association (SAA), if
Clemson used the state funding and
federal stimulus for all costs, it would
only last 36.4 days. Since classes began
on Aug. 18, the funding that was received
from the state ran out on Sept. 23.
On Sept. 23, the Student Alumni
Association held a membership drive. The
drive's purpose was to raise money for
the $600 million Capital Improvement
Campaign. A $10 donation would
allow students to become a member of
the organization and give back to their
school.
Along with the drive, the SAA handed
out fliers informing students about the
significance of Sept. 23 and how private

donations allow Clemson to function
properly throughout the year.
On the same day, the president of
the Alumni Association, Jimmy Kimbell,
spoke at the Alumni Center. He spoke
about "how important it is to give back,
as well as how the Alumni Association
is trying to connect past and present
students back to Clemson," Ricard said.
Kimbell emphasized the significance
of students giving back to Clemson as
alumni.
Rhett stated that the university
operates largely on tuition and fees, state
funding and private giving, with private
giving being the largest percentage of the
three.
Since private giving is the largest
sector of Clemson's funding, it is essential
to Clemson in order to function year
round.
Ricard indicated that Clemson's rank
as No. 23 in the Princeton Review is
directly related to the amount of alumni
who give back.
"Many students and alumni are not
aware that one of the important factors in
this ranking is the percentage of alumni
who give back to Clemson," Ricard said.
"By giving back to Clemson, we are not
only able to fund Clemson through each
fiscal year but also increase the value of
our degree by this ranking."
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addition to Sirrine Hall. In spring of
2009, Dean Claude Lily approved the
proposal and the budget required to
complete the student lounge.
Not too long after the approval,
their idea was put to work. In late
April, CBBS began working on a
lounge designated for students in the
College of Business and Behavioral
Sciences.
"We realized that each department
within CBBS would have different
needs, so we formed a committee
made up of Student Advisory
Board members from each CBBS
department, We had a vision for a
space that would be welcoming to
everyone; the biggest challenge was
narrowing down things that would

PLAY from page A2
member of the Summer Reading
Committee, said.
Every year the Summer Reading
Committee selects a literary piece for
incoming freshmen to read that will
push them to analyze literature at the
college level.
"The
assignments
offer
opportunities for discussion, debate
and critical study, part of the central
tenets of a college education,"
Goodstein said.
The
Summer
Reading
Committee's selection of a play for
this year's assignment also exposes

A5
really benefit the students and be
within a reasonable budget," Oxner
said.
Denise Lefort, Director of Student
Professional Development Programs,
believes that the new addition to
Sirrine Hall is a great opportunity for
students to take advantage of.
A very large office space near the
entrance of Sirrine (G03) recently
became vacant and was chosen as the
location for the new lounge.
"The setting of the lounge is very
convenient for students," Lefort said.
"It's on the ground floor close to
the entrance, vending machines and
printers."
The lounge consists of a relaxation
area with a large plasma television and
furniture, desks and outlets for those
who desire to study and tables for
potential group projects.

many incoming freshmen to theatrical
productions for the first time.
"We want to make sure our students
are offered opportunities they may not
have had before," Goodstein said. "Using
a play for the summer reading experience
allows students the opportunity to
compare their own visual picture with
one imagined by the production team,
certainly a worthy exercise for any college
student."
Clemson freshmen are required to
write a two-page essay discussing their
opinion on how the play was produced
and how the performance matched up
to what they thought it would be like.
The essay must be submitted online by
Oct. 29.

The College of Business and
Behavioral Science Student Advisory
Board hoped to have the lounge
finished by the beginning of the
semester, but encountered problems
with the ventilation system.
Final costs have not yet been
calculated because changes to the
lounge are still being made, The
project was funded by a combination
of the college fund and the College of
Business and Behavioral Science fee
charged to students at the beginning
of each semester.
The lounge's Grand Opening will
be Oct. 1.
Drop-in hours are from 9 a.m. to
noon. Breakfast pastries, coffee and
other refreshments will be available
during the drop-in hours. Thereafter
the area will be open during Sirrine
Hall's open hours.

The production of "These Shining
Lives" has been a coordinated effort
between Clemson faculty and students.
Charney is directing the play, with fellow
faculty members Tony Penna (Lighting
Designer), Kendra Johnson (Costuming)
and Shannon Robert (Set Design) also
contributing their talents. Freshman
Kaylee Gonzalez is playing the lead role
and will be supported onstage by fellow
students Chris Onken, Thomas Hudgins,
Teresa McClernon, Sarah Kelley, Hillary
Porter, Erin McDonnell and Becca
McBride.
Tickets are $10 for adults and $5
for students and can be purchased at the
Brooks Center box office or online at
www.clemson.edu/Brooks.

CLASSIFIEDS
Office Telephone Hours

100 Help Wanted
200 For Sale
250 Automotive
300 For Rent
350 Roommates
400 Services
450 Retail

500 On Campus
550 Events
600 Creek Life
700 Lost & Found
800 Misc
850 Travel
900 Personals

100 HELP WANTED
Earn Extra Cash! Contact
rearwindowads.com

Student in desperate need of tutor!
Supplement needed most in:
Business Star, Hist 172, MKT 301,
PSYCH 201 and Intramural relations. No pay, but help will result
in a great friendship with yours
truly: wschmit@clemson.edu.
The Tiger is looking for an experienced writer/editor for the
TimeOut section of The Tiger. The
position is paid, and the staff is
(obviously) super awesome.
E-mail managing@thetigernews.
com.
Are you a student interested in
advertising looking for a way to
get great hands-on experience? The
Tiger is looking for new advertising
representatives to work a few hours
a week. Must be dedicated, highly
organized and have great people
skills! Pay is commission-based.
Experience in advertising/sales preferred. E-mail advertising@thetigernews.com if interested.

200

FOR SALE

Clemson Downs Volunteers Yard
Sale - Sept. 25 at 746 Berkeley
Drive, Clemson. 8 a.m. until
4 p.m.

Monday - Friday

By Phone: (864) 656-2167

9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

By Fax: (864) 656-4772

Office Addre

By E-mail: classified@thetigernews.com

Payment Methods

Students:

50 cents/word

Other:

Sl.OO/word

Cash, Check

In Person: 315 Hendrix Center
315 Hendrix Center
Clemson, S.C. 29634

(864) 656-2167 • classified@TheTigerNews.com

SCOOTER FOR SALE. Yamaha
Zuma 50cc, $1,600. 2008 model,
excellent condition, only 1,978
miles. 864-868-2526 or
864-506-1410.

For rent: HIGHPOINTE
CONDOMINIUMS, 24 hour
security on site, 4BR, 4BA, washer/
dryer, clubhouse.
864-884-3488. e-mail: akspearman@bellsouth.net.

250 AUTOMOTIVE

Country Farm House For Rent.
4 BR, 3 BA, 2 fireplaces, mostly
furnished, private area. $1200
monthly, utilities not included.
NO PETS. 864-304-2925

BIG V AUTOMOTIVE®
BELLSOUTH.NET, 639-5000,
Complete Automotive Repairs, Foreign,
Domestic, Tires, Brakes, Diagnostics,
Moped Sales and Service.

300

3 p.m. Tuesday

FOR RENT

Male spring subleaser needed.
Clemson Place Apartments. 3 BR,
3BA. Washer/dryer.
Call Ryan at: 404-502-9431

North Clemson Apartments. JanMay subleaser needed. 1 or 2 bedroom options. $325/month. Call
Aaron at 803-230-3287 or e-mail
asniker@clemson.edu.

400

GOT LEGAL ISSUES? Call
Clemson Attorney Steve Lapham.
864-508-2154,
stevelapham@yahoo.com

500 ON CAMPUS
SBI? Are your study skills working
for you? If not, call the ASC!
864-656-6452 FREE!

SERVICES

Textbooks bought and sold, new
and used, online buybacks. Buy,
sell, rent at cheapbooks.com.
260-399-6111. Espanol,
212-380-1763,
Urdu/Hindi/Punjabi,
713-429-4981. See other site for
other support lines.

550

700 LOST & FOUND
If you think you may have lost an
article on a CAT bus, PLEASE call
or go by the office. We have a lot
of lost and found articles waiting
to be claimed! 654-2887
1200 Tiger Blvd. Suite 2.

EVENTS

900
Is your club/organization having
an event you want to promote?
The Tiger Classifieds is the perfect place! Student rates are super
cheap. See above or call 864-6562167 for more information!

PERSONALS

Lonely presenters seeking students... check out the ASC workshop schedule at www.clemson.
edu/asc

Oconee Country Club
Golf Special for
Students:
18 holes with cart
$15
Play anytime 7 days a week
Offer expires October 31st

Summer subleasers needed. 2 bedroom apartment on Sloan Street
downtown. $400/month, includes
internet, cable, and water.
Great location.
Call Meghan at 203-554-0953.

Been to the "Zone"? Check out
the ASC Tutor Zones and the free
tutoring schedule at www.clemson.
edu/asc.

For tee times call 864-882-8037
Proper Golf Attire is required
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The hammer has fallen on
the University of Southern
California. In June the
NCAA flexed its punishing muscles and put heavy sanctions on
the football, basketball and women's tennis teams at USC. These
penalties stem from an investigation dating back to 2006, mostly
involving former football player,
Reggie Bush, and former basketball player, O.J. Mayo.
Not only is the university
being punished, but Bush's 2005
Heisman trophy has also been
returned by both him and the university, the first time a Heisman
trophy has ever been vacated.
The NCAA investigated Bush
and Mayo for improper conduct
with boosters and agents. Agents
gave Bush's family a home, paid
for his limousine and suit at the
Heisman Trophy ceremony and
gave other improper gifts during his time at the school. The
charges and findings were similar
for Mayo.
Let's start with a few of the
sanctions. The NCAA has decided
there will be a postseason ban in
football for the 2010-11 and the
2011-12 seasons. This is a massive penalty for a program that is
known for its BCS bowl appearances. Bowl appearances are also
an enormous source of revenue
for college athletic programs.
Every BCS bowl game (Orange,
Sugar, Fiesta, Rose, National
Championship) pays each participant school $18 million, so there
is an obvious financial penalty.
The NCAA is also limiting scholarships for the Trojans; they stand
to lose 30 scholarships over the
next three seasons.
They will be forced to vacate
all wins from December 2004
through the 2005 season, including
the BCS National Championship
Game victory over Oklahoma.
Bush, Mayo and women's tennis star Gabriela Niculescu have
been forced to vacate stats earned
during the period of ineligibility.
Bush and Mayo are being forced
to disassociate from USC athletics.
All championships won during this period must be vacated,
and all banners must be removed.
This includes the football national
championship won in the 2004-05
season. The Trojans also are on
four years of NCAA probation.
This laundry list of sanctions
isn't even a fully comprehensive
list of the penalties imposed on
USC by the NCAA. These heavy
sanctions have been handed down
basically because of the improper
conduct of two former players,
Bush and Mayo.
We at The Tiger recognize that
rules exist for a reason. Mayo and
Bush broke these rules with flying colors. Their conduct while
attending USC is nothing short of

Money over morals
f+

Thank Reaaie

STEPHANE REY/art director

athletic cheating and they, as well
as USC, deserved to be punished.
But there are some problems with
the penalties handed out by the
NCAA in this situation and in
other situations of this nature.
Often the NCAA takes a hard
line on agents and issues involving money and the payment of
players. For example, star wide
receiver A.J. Green from the
University of Georgia was suspended for four games this season
after selling one of his jerseys
after a game for personal money.
But while they take a hard line
on issues involving money, they
tend to be lenient on players and
programs guilty of more violent
and serious crimes. They leave
the schools to punish players for
crimes while going after schools
that have even the slightest problems with money-related issues or
issues with players that left years
prior, such as Bush.
Most do not know this fact,
but Urban Meyer's Florida Gators
have had 29 players arrested on
misdemeanor and felony charges
in the last five years. That is the
highest number of such arrests
during that time period in the
nation. And what has the NCAA
done to make sure they keep
their players in control? Nothing.
Absolutely nothing.
While we agree that schools
and coaches cannot realistically
Daniel Persson

control all players on the roster at
all times (college kids are bound
to make mistakes), when there are
29 serious arrests in a period of
five years, a pattern can be seen.
Does it make sense that USC
is on four years of probation in
the future for something that happened half a decade ago under
a coach that is no longer there
while Florida is praised nonstop
despite its lengthy arrest record?
Obviously USC needed to be punished, and vacating the wins while
the guilty players were playing is
a good and just penalty. But why
penalize the future of teams no
longer connected to Bush or Mayo
in any way?
Bush is one person, and he
made choices on his own to break
the rules with shady sports agents.
It is not inconceivable to believe
USC did not know the extent
of what was going on between
Bush and the agents. There is also
no evidence that these problems
were widespread throughout the
program; they were limited to
two individual players. To punish future players based on their
actions is unfair to the program
and to the players.
The timing of the penalties
is also suspect. Sanctions for
USC are just now being made
for actions taken almost six years
ago. Rumors of investigation at
USC have been around since Bush
jerek Willson

Who should be responsible for
the discipline of student athletes
involved in violent crime?

Seth Anderson

Randi Sharpe

thrown out the window. If schools
are breaking rules and are out of
control, the NCAA should punish
them accordingly, whether they
are successful or not.
Waiting to impose sanctions
until the school is no longer making as much money as it once did
sends a message that the NCAA is
morally weak. Also, taking such a
hard line on financial issues and a
soft line on violent crimes shows
the nation that money is the only
thing that matters to the NCAA.
Obviously they do not care as
much about the misdemeanors
and felonies because they are not
tied directly to the money in the
system.
USC deserved to be punished
for the actions of Reggie Bush,
but not to the extent they were.
As long as money rules college
sports, the NCAA will likely balk
at punishing offending schools
that make them a lot of money.
The NCAA needs to take a
strong stance of enforcing all its
rules as quickly and fairly as possible.
Doing this would clean up the
game and help restore some of its
lost credibility.
The opinions expressed in the above editorial
are written by the opinions editor and
represent the majority opinion of The Tiger
editorial board. In representing the majority
view, the staff editorials may not represent the
individual view of any particular member.

Olivia Fox
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"1 think the
NCAA should
stay out of student
affairs."

was there. Why has it taken so
long to punish the school when
suspicions have been around for
such a lengthy period of time?
Surely the investigation was not
that difficult; even the 9/11 commission did not take that long to
come up with its findings.
The only logical explanation
for the delay in penalty is our
main criticism of the NCAA: they
waited until USC was less competitive to hit them with large penalties. During the height of the last
decade, USC was an unstoppable
football force. Thanks largely to
Bush, USC was one of the largest
moneymakers in the game.
Their games were televised
often, they sold many jerseys,
and they were winning football
games. Fast forward a few years,
and that football machine is not
the same. Once USC fell from its
dominant height, it became economically sound to penalize the
Trojans for events that occurred
years in the past.
It became economically sound
because the NCAA no longer
needed to ride the financial coattails of USC's success on the football field. Now the SEC fills that
role as the league moneymaker,
Florida in particular.
Yes, the NCAA is a business
that needs to make money just
like any other business, but that
does not mean morality should be

"If it's a violent
crime, then the
local authorities
should handle it."

'The coaches,
because when
they [players] are
in college, their
parents aren't
responsible; the
coach is their
only other major
figure."

"They shouldn't
get special privileges
for stuff like that.
They are studentsand
should be judged like
me. I feel like OCES
and the athletic
department should
both deal with them."

"They should be
held to the same
standards as other
students and held
responsible for
their actions by
the community
as well as the
school."
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Corporate funding dilutes democracy
REBECCA HUPP

Columnist
Issue voters are the next hottest
things. They are easy to maintain,
already convinced and comfortably indifferent to all other facets of
government. Unfortunately, votes cast
in light of a single issue still represent
a holistic political platform with many
momentous positions that ought to be
considered.
No issue has continually carried
such sensational, emotional intensity
as abortion. It is characteristically predictable that the political infrastructure
would take advantage of one-issue
voters by appealing to their sense of
morality. With a game-changing election ahead, pro-life advocates have
been busy spreading the 'truth' about
the health care reform bill.
This congressional election will
be the first after the recent Supreme

Court ruling (5-4) in favor of abolishing monetary restrictions on corporate
campaign spending. This opens the
door for corporations to funnel money
into elections by advocating particular
sensationalist issues and suggesting
candidates that share the same platform. Many predict this ruling will
undermine public interest and introduce a new level of corruption in the
electoral process. It holds the serious
potential to challenge democracy.
The Susan B. Anthony List (SBA
List) is one of the corporations benefiting from the new fiscal deregulation. The SBA List is an organization
that promotes pro-life women in politics, and recently they completed a bus
tour across 23 battleground districts in
notorious swing states.
Marilyn Musgrave, the Project
Director of the SBA List who headed
the "Votes Have Consequences," bus
tour, blamed liberal lobbyists for her
lost seat in Congress in the 2008
elections. Her vengeful approach and
obvious personal agenda is fueling a
vehement and functionally ignorant

TIGER ***
RANT 0
Quit pussyfooting around and stand up for your
opinions.
Why is everyone and their mother in Gamma
Phi Beta?!
The Netherlands is entirely too far away.
Why does it always sporadically rain?
I hate it when my date throws up on the bus.
Why do professors keep giving me quizzes I'm
not ready for?
I hate being in my boyfriend's dad's class.
Why does Fresca taste like animal urine when
warm?
Four Lokos need to come in six packs!
Why did a monkey get to go to space before me?!
I don't know why I can't stop getting sick.
It blows.
What's up with those toe shoe things?
Why is it socially unacceptable for me to eat
Lunchables for dinner?

conservative basis.
"We will spread the truth about
their destructive agendas, drag down
their approval ratings, force them to
publicly defend socialism, authoritarian gun-grabbing, gay marriage, infanticide and everything else they vote
for in Washington, and ultimately, on
Nov. 2, 2010, we will take their jobs
away from them," Musgrave said.
The main target of Musgrave's
systematic demoralization is pro-life
Democrats who voted in favor of
the health care reform bill after the
President issued an executive order
stating that no federal money would
be spent on abortions. Pro-life advocates were unsatisfied under the premonition that this would allow loopholes in the system. While abortion
is a legal medical procedure, the sensitivity and irrationality surrounding
the issue created a perfect milieu for
organizations to hijack the issue and
use it as a foothold against supporters
of the health care bill. The campaign
to accumulate enough issue voters
to elect pro-life representatives is an

undertow political force lending to
the election of Republican candidates.
While groups like the SBA List claim
to be bipartisan, the result of suggesting that citizens vote according to a
single issue is clear.
While some voters may passionately adhere to the pro-life dogma,
they are not voting for or against the
issue of abortion — they are voting for
a candidate with varying economic,
social and political ideas that should
all be considered before casting the
ballot. These political organizations
have no obligation to present unbiased
information. They thrive on misrepresentation, selective presentation and
calculated omission. Citizens have the
moral right to truth, and without it,
democracy becomes a farce. Constant
deceit removes the possibility of a
well-informed populace and along
with that an accurate representation of
the interests of the people. With this
formula, an anti-abortion issue voter
would be supporting the decreased role
of the federal government in financial
affairs, tax cuts for the wealthy, off-

shore drilling and more.
A person's stance on abortion is
entirely irrelevant to these issues. By
energizing voters on a relatively small
and likely unchanging social issue,
groups like the SBA List are able to
accumulate blind votes for the overrepresentation of various extraneous
issues. The result of the expanded liberties granted to corporations will be
largely unknown until the November
elections, but the impact could be
severely detrimental. Worse than the
debate between conservative and liberal ideals would be a war waged
between truth and deception.
Democracy should not represent
the will of corporations, organizations
and advocacy groups. A democratic
nation should represent the interests
of citizens, and this can only be done
with an accurately-informed populace
aware of the candidates' platforms on
all issues, sensational or not.
REBECCA HUPP is a junior majoring in
sociology and philosophy. E-mail comments to letters@TheTigerNews£om.

A Country in Limbo
JESSICA LAU

Columnist
For the past few years, the
United States has remained
stubbornly motionless in the
middle of a transitional phase with
no foreseeable reprieve in the near
future. On one hand, the limited supply of fossil fuels has struck both the
government and general public as a
major issue. However, the switch to
renewable energy seems to be further
away than ever. The U.S. is facing
increasing energy use, a dwindling
store of nonrenewable resources and
limited progress in the development
of renewable energy (wind, solar,
hydropower and geothermal energies,
to name a few).
Well, so is the rest of the world,
but the U.S. is lagging far behind
other countries in the journey toward
a more sustainable future. Unless the
U.S. gets its act together, there won't
be a contingency plan when time
runs out.
In his 2009 inaugural speech,
President Obama called for the U.S.
to make the switch to renewable energy. Since then, little action has been
taken. The only major effort put forth
in the direction of supporting renewable energy development came in the
form of the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009. Over $32
billion was given to the Department
of Energy.
After examining a breakdown of
exactly where the money went, one
cannot help but wonder if perhaps the

government is doing it wrong. Out
of all the areas that received funding,
renewable energy was allocated the
least money — a mere 5.4 percent of
the federal funds.
The U.S. government's investment in renewable energy development falls behind that of other
developed countries. Long-term
policies regarding renewable energy
in European countries are ensuring
progress: in addition to instituting
subsidies and financial incentives, the
European Union has established initiatives to reach its renewable energy
goals. This is key: these countries
have a game plan and are taking steps
to achieve defined goals.
The best the U.S. has done was
allocating a minimal amount of
money towards developing renewable energy — a move that, without a specific purpose, will lead to
negligible improvement. The Clean
Energy Bill passed by the House of
Representatives last year is promising in theory, providing a framework
for the U.S.'s transition to renewable
energy. Alas, it has stalled in the
Senate; the bill is nowhere near successful implementation.
Along with government inaction,
the attitude of the American public is
also hindering the transition towards
renewable energy. Misconceptions
regarding renewable energy are
abound, and there's no one to tell the
general public otherwise.
Numerous myths are widely
believed: wind turbines are noisy bird
killers, a renewable energy market
isn't viable because it cannot exist
without government incentives, etc.
Yet wind turbines make no more noise

than a household refrigerator, and
flying into buildings and house cats
kill more birds than wind turbines.
It may be true that renewable energy
receives government support, but
so does every other energy source.
According to the Energy Information
Administration, the U.S. government
gave $724 million in subsidies for
wind power in 2007. In the same year,
$854 million in subsidies were also
given to coal production.
The U.S. is stuck in a transitional phase between nonrenewable
and renewable energy, and it will
stay there as long as this unfavorable
atmosphere exists. This issue all boils
down to one thing: communication
among different groups. Scientists,
economists and politicians must communicate with each other and work
together to create a viable framework
with set goals and initiatives for the
future, much like the European Union
has done.
Scientific research in the field of
renewable energy will not be effective if it stands alone. Economists
must give input on how the U.S. can
realistically implement technology in
the upcoming years, and the government must take action to help the U.S.
reach its goals.
Communication to the public is
no less important: until the facts and
potential of renewable energy are
well known and accepted, unfavorable public opinion will slow down
the transition to a more sustainable
future.
is a sophomore majoring
in general engineering. E-mail comments to letters@TheTigerNews£om.
JESSICA LAU

I hate being broke.

LIVE, LEARN, AND WORK OVERSEAS

US PEACE CORPS
CLEMS0N Seniors apply NOW for jobs beginning in summer 2011
Want to rant? Send
your rants to letters@
thetigernews.com.

new skiils...new language....new music....new friends.,
new career...new food...new roads ...newlife.

APPLY ONLINE and check website for info-event at demson

www.peacecorps.gov

demson Recruiter: Becky Q404.562-3479
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Most people that know me
can attest to the fact that
I'm not the biggest proponent of Greek life on this campus, or any campus for that matter.
I have mentioned many times in
articles that I hate Croakies and
short shorts and visors. But on
some level, I have always respected
fraternities and sororities as institutions that just weren't for me. I
do think they can be divisive to a
campus community, but at the same
time, they have much to offer to a
lot of people and to this campus.
I can't believe I, Nick Roth, am
saying this, but the manner in which
fraternities and sororities have been
treated over the past week or so by
the Clemson administration seems,
on the surface, to be egregious.
Let me state now that I am coming
from a position of unsubstantiated
hearsay, rumor and exaggeration.
But aren't we all?
The events that unfolded and
continue to unfold are disgraceful to Clemson as a school and
are a public relations nightmare.
First of all, the administration held

the entire Greek system liable for
the perpetrations, as heinous as they
may be, of only a few. I know that
authoritarian systems have implemented the "one kid can spoil the fun
for everyone" idiom for ages, but
that doesn't make it any more acceptable as a motivation. Each of these
Greek organizations is a member of
a larger unified body, but they act
and make decisions independently
of each other. So while one may
violate all rules of ethical, moral and
responsible behavior, that does not
mean the others did the same. This
is the perpetuation of stereotypical
thinking under the banner of good
intentions. It does not stand to reason
that all should be punished for the
actions of a few.
That's not the most offensive
part of the response by the university. The initial sanctions placed on
the Greek system were very tough.
The response by the school was
impulsive and reactionary, which are
never appropriate responses to matters that require thought, reason and
discourse. It's like they took a page
out of the George Bush playbook —
which is a really crappy playbook.
But at the very least, their hard stance
and no-bullshit approach could have
and would have been commended.
But, of course, to compound the

matter and their own validity and
competency as an institution, the
university seemingly backed off the
restrictions when the threat of not
participating in homecoming floats
and celebrations was offered by the
Greek community, their only real
form of appeal on the matter. So as
not to mar the image of the university for this upcoming homecoming
weekend, the administration seemingly gave in to the threat and lessened the sanctions.
"Seemingly" is an important
word, because it does not matter what
the facts are in the theater of public
relations. You can do something with
the most authentic motivations and
still end up looking like a jackass,
and that is what transpired here.
I'm sure, or I'd like to be sure,
that Clemson was coming from a
position of imperative on the matter. They felt like they needed to
respond, so they did.
But in doing so and then later
redacting the strictness of their decision, they appeared as an institution
that made a decision based on shaky
pretenses and then unmasked their
material priorities by ensuring that
the homecoming floats would be
built. If the university truly thought
the decision was correct, it shouldn't
matter whether Bowman looks bad

or not, because what is at stake is the
safety of students. They put themselves in a position where they were
either wrong or jackasses. Not great
positions to be in, Clemson. Trust
me, I've been in both — sometimes
I'm wrong and I'm a jackass.
But where they really, really
screwed up lies in the fact that action
really did need to be taken. If the
statistics that have been shared with
me are correct, then a disproportionate number of alcohol-related health
incidents have arisen from the Greek
community. The appropriate action
would be to research and investigate
those individual Greek institutions
and find out who, how, why and
what is creating this very serious risk
to Clemson students.
Instead, the school acted impulsively and without discretion. They
buckled under the strain of their own
self-image. Now it's a convoluted
mess. They have blurred the lines of
their own moral stance while raising questions about their ability to
respond to adversity. Greek life has
become a secondary issue, with the
primary one being, is Clemson leadership competent?
NICK ROTH is a junior in English.
E-mail comments to letters®
TheTigerNews com.
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community that does so much in return for the school."
Spencer Mead, senior, Risk Management officer of TKE
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"I hope that the university looks at all sides of the issue before making a final decision."
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Paws up, paws down
Two women tried to rob an adult store in Glasgow, Scotland
witn toy guns. The clerk noticed they weren't real and told
them to "get real guns."
1,000 people entered a race in Russia where
contestants white-water raft down a river
on inflataPle sex dolls.
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17-year-old Michigan girl kills a 448-pound Pear with a bow
and arrow from 16 yards away.
A German man caused a Munich duo to shut down for the
night after he shorted out the electricity in the Puilding by
urinating on an electrical socket near the dance floor.
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Missouri man wins the lottery for the second time
this year.
The British millionaire owner of the Segway
firm died when he drove his Segway off a
cliff and into a river.
Police dog is among the employees laid off
in a trouPled Pennsylvania city.
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Kimberly causes a Ruckus in Cross Country.

Bye week blues How is your fantasy team affected? Page C6
Qemson's mini mascot We love you, Tiger Cub! Page C3
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Time for
some
intensity,
Clemson

TIGER
SGKBXJIJE
VOLLEYBALL
Friday 10/1
Virginia Tech @ 7 p.m
Blacksburg, Va.
Sunday 10/3
Virginia @ 1 p.m.
Charlottesville, Va.

Brandon
Boatwright

Friday 10/8
Florida State @ 7 p.m.
Tallahassee, Fla.

columnist

WOMEN'S SO<
Friday 10/1
Miami @ 3 p.m
Clemson, S.C.
Thursday 10/7
Florida State @ 7 p.m.
Tallahassee, Fla.

MEjrSSOCCER
Friday 10/1
Saint Louis @ 7 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
Tuesday 10/5
Gardner-Webb @ 7 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
Friday 10/8
Boston College
Clemson, S.C.

7 p.m.

CROSS COUNTRY
Friday 10/1
Charlotte Invitational
@ 5 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

COLF^^^^^^J
Saturday - Monday 10/9-11
Brickyard
All Day
Macon, Ca.

SWIM & DIVE
Friday 10/1
Davidson @ 7 p.m
Clemson, S.C.

VOLLEYBALL
9/24 • Wake Forest
Tigers 0-3 Deamon Deacons
9/25 • Duke
Tigers 2-3 Blue Devils

WOMEN'S SOCCER
9/23 • N.C. State
Tigers 0-1 Wolfpack
9/26 • Wake Forest
Tigers 0-4 Demon Deacons

MEN'S SOCCER
9/28 • Charlotte
Timers 1-2 '49ers
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WE'RE ON THE WEB!

After being voted as Clemson's Club Sport of the Year, Tiger
Lacrosse is preparing for another season of success.
BRETT MILLS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

If there's one thing we as Clemson students pride ourselves on, it's athletics. We are, after all, the Princeton
Review's choice for No. 1 jock school in the country
year in and year out. When it comes to sports, we run
the gamut.
From tremendous school spirit and success in varsity
sports to incredible participation in intramural sports to
highly competitive and successful club teams, we excel
in each and every one.
While we constantly sing the praises of our amazing
intramural programs and boast about the incredible atmospheres we generate at Death Valley, Littlejohn Coliseum, Doug Kingsmore Stadium and Riggs Field, we
often overlook the third branch of the Clemson sports
tree: the club teams.
Club sports, in general, occupy a gray area of sorts.
On one hand, they are a major step up from intramurals
in terms of skill level, required commitment and the fact
that they travel and compete with other schools. On the
other hand, club athletes are not on scholarship and are

not affiliated in any way with the Clemson Athletic
Department. Rather, they fall under the jurisdiction
of Student Affairs like every other organization on
campus.
"We are a student-run organization," sophomore
Robert Leitholf, the current President of Clemson
Men's Lacrosse, said.
"That's not to say we don't have a coach (there
are three), but the administrative work is conducted
primarily by students on the team."
The tradition of lacrosse at Clemson is a proud
one, albeit one that has rarely escaped the massive
shadows cast by football, basketball and non-revenue
varsity sports like baseball and soccer since its inception in 1974.
But unlike the club teams of those respective sports
at Clemson, men's club lacrosse does not have to
worry as much about escaping that gray area between
intramural and varsity sports. Because Clemson does
not have a varsity men's lacrosse squad, the club team

see CLUB LAX page C2

The "U" comes to Tigertown
KEVIN THOMAS
STAFF WRITER

Last season, Clemson and Miami
matched up in Coral Gables for what
turned out to be a thrilling victory as the
Tigers prevailed over the No. 8 Hurricanes 40-37 in OT The last three meetings between the teams have all been
decided in overtime, with Clemson winning in 2004 but losing a heartbreaker
during the 2005 campaign.
This will be the ninth meeting between Clemson and Miami on the gridiron. Miami holds the all-time lead 5-3
in the series that dates back to 1945.
The Hurricanes, under the direction of Randy Shannon, are 2-1 on the
season with their only blemish being a
36-24 defeat on the road at No. 2 Ohio
State. The No. 16 'Canes are coming off
a dismanding of Pittsburgh last Thursday 31-3.
Miami has a dark horse Heisman candidate with Jacory Harris. The Hurricanes' quarterback has all the tools to be
a star. He also has a tendency to negate
his athleticism by making poor decisions
on the field. This is evident by the fact
that Harris has six touchdowns and six
interceptions at this point in the season.
Senior Damien Berry, who, is averag-

The Tigers will have to band together as a team on Saturday afternoon in
order to defeat a tough Miami squad currently ranked No. 16 in the nation.
ing 5.3 yards per carry with 43 rushes
this season, leads the Hurricanes on the
ground. A future superstar to watch out
for in the Miami backfield is freshman
Lamar Miller. The 210-pound freshman
is a big-time talent who has two rushing touchdowns and kickoff return for a
touchdown through three games.
Miami has a three-headed monster at
receiver, led by senior Leonard Hankerson. The 6'3", 205-pound Hankerson
has 16 receptions and three touchdowns
this season. Another part of the trio is

speedster Travis Benjamin. The Hurricanes try to get Benjamin the ball in
a variety of ways, and he is a big contributor on special teams. The 6'4"
Laron Byrd is another formidable target at receiver for Miami, and he has
tallied 12 catches this season.
The defense for the Hurricanes is
one of the best they have had in the
last few years. They have playmakers
and speed all over the field. The leadsee MIAMI page C2

The first month of college football has
come and gone, and here we are now in
October. I would venture to say that most
of you, like me, aren't really all that surprised with what has transpired in September. Alabama and Ohio State remain
undefeated. The Gators aren't the same
without Tim Tebow. Notre Dame still
sucks regardless of what Lou Holrz thinks,
and Boise State may very well play for a
tide — got to love the BCS.
With relative certainty, I'd say that we
all half-expected Clemson to be sitting at
2-1 coming into the Miami game tomorrow.
Coming off the loss to Auburn back
on Sept. 18, Dabo Swinney and the Tigers have had an extra week to prepare
for the Hurricanes. Leaving Jordan-Hare
Stadium, Clemson was a battered, bruised
and befuddled bunch. But to be honest, I
think the loss to the Tigers of the Alabama
plains may have been just what the doctor
ordered for Clemson.
The Tigers' first two games against
North Texas and Presbyterian didn't really
provide the fans with much excitement
about the program. They were, essentially, a couple of preseason contests for
Clemson. We didn't see much of anything.
Defensively, Kevin Steele had to fend off
accusations against his squad after giving
up tons of yards. Kyle Parker and the passing game struggled without the emergence
of any go-to receivers. But one of the more
pressing issues that surfaced after the first
two games, to me at least, was a general
lack of intensity along the sidelines.
All of that changed in Auburn.
From what I saw, way up in the upper deck — Section 62 I think it was
— Clemson was the better team in that
matchup. Yep, we lost. But the excitement
on the sidelines was an unmistakable attribute of a winning team. This was a
completely different football team than
what we saw in Death Valley the previous
two weeks. This was a football team on a
mission to prove they belonged. Damn if
they didn't.
Now I'm not saying that being excited
about playing football alone will win
games. I'm sure even Duke gets excited
before playing on Saturdays, as much as
they can at least. But what I am saying is
that when this Clemson team gets riled
up, they're filthy.
The offensive performance during the
first half of the Auburn game was inspiring. Watching Andre Ellington burst into
the secondary and Jamie Harper run with
authority gave every Clemson fan in Auburn and at home in front of their televisions chills. Kyle Parker, having taken an
absolute bearing, garnered respect from
everyone that saw him pick himself up
again and again. Halfway through the second quarter, the defense had given up just
18 yards of total offense.
And from firsthand experience, the atmosphere that night was hardly the welcoming confines of Memorial Stadium.
For Clemson to be so dominant for a full
half of play in such an intimidating environment was great.
If you follow Clemson football at all,

see INTENSITY page C3
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MIAMI from paged
er of the Hurricane defense is linebacker Sean Spence.
Spence has 24 tackles this season with 6.5 tackles for
loss and 1.5 sacks. Andrew Smith, Marcus Fortson and
Allen Bailey are forces on the d-line that will also be hard
to deal with Saturday.
Clemson has a record of 2-1 on the season and is
coming off a bye week. The bye came at a good time for
the Tigers, who lost a hard-hitting matchup against then
No. 15 Auburn Tigers 27-24 in OT two weeks ago.
Kyle Parker will be ready to go at quarterback for the
Tigers after getting shaken up in the second half of the
Auburn game. Parker has six touchdowns with only one
interception on the season. He will need to keep up that
efficiency this week against the 'Canes for the Tigers to
win.
"The New Storm" is off to a strong start on the ground
for Clemson, with Andre Ellington averaging 7.4 yards
per carry for a total of 273 yards and four touchdowns
on the season. Jamie Harper is also doing his part, carrying the ball for five yards per carry and a touchdown.
Harper has been helping out in the passing game as well,
tallying five receptions and three touchdowns.
The Tigers' most viable option through the air has
been tight end Dwayne Allen, who has eight receptions
through three games. Several other receivers have shown
flashes, such as Brandon Clear, Jaron Brown and Xavier
Dye, but none have become a go-to guy. Clemson needs
someone to step up and become the number one receiving target for this team to realize their full potential, and
many feel it will be Dye or Brown.
The Clemson defense has been playing well this season with the exception of a few bad plays. The Tiger
defense is starting to play with a certain swagger like the
Miami teams of old, or as Snoop Dogg would say, "Like
The U' in the '80s." They are expecting to dominate
whatever offense they are going up against. Clemson's
defense has big time players across the field.

After a week of rest, Kyle Parker will lead the
Tigers through Homecoming against Miami.

Da'Quan Bowers, Jarvis Jenkins, Brandon Thompson and Andre Branch lead the d-line. This group has
accounted for 14 tackles for loss and seven sacks. The
linebacking corps is somewhat unproven but will need
to gain more consistency this game. Brandon Maye will
be back for his second game and hopefully can provide
some stability for a frustrated group of linebackers. Corico Hawkins, Quandon Christian and Tig Willard will
also play big parts in helping stop the 'Canes.
The Clemson secondary is one of the best, if not the

best, in the country. They are led by Ail-American
safety DeAndre McDaniel, who had a pick in the
game against Auburn and leads the team with 20
tackles.
Another integral part of the defensive backfield
is Rashard Hall, who was a freshman All-American
last season. Hall has yet to get his first interception of
the season but is second on the team with 18 tackles.
Byron Maxwell and Marcus Gilchrist have done
well so far this season at cornerback, but they will
have to be on top of their game against the Miami
offense.
A big key to Clemson winning this game will
be winning the turnover batde. The secondary will
need to do a good job disguising coverage and picking off Jacory Harris at least twice to win this game,
which isn't impossible when considering Harris' tendency to make mistakes.
A win over Miami would be huge for Clemson
football while helping everyone forget about the
loss at Auburn. A Tiger victory would likely propel
Clemson into the Top-25 in next week's polls while
making a big statement to the rest of the ACC.
The Tigers need to come out strong and show everyone they can keep up the intensity they displayed
for most of the game against Auburn for four quarters.
Like D'wayne Allen said after the Auburn game,
"There's no one in that locker room patting their
backs because we lost by three points in overtime to
Auburn. No one. We don't take moral victories. We
don't accept them. Our objective is to go out and
win every game. We lose one here, but we have 11
more games to go — hopefully — to go out and do
what Clemson football does. And that's win."
Come out to Death Valley and support the
Clemson Tigers against the Miami Hurricanes on
Saturday at noon. If you cannot make it to Memorial Stadium, the game will be aired on ESPN2.

nts are tor COCKS
So reserve
*rve a HOUSE at Chimney Ridge today!

taking applications for August 201
Features Include:
- Wide front porch with full-size, outdoor stone
fireplace. Fireplace offers easy on/off gas logs
or ambience & heat wtihout the mess
- Spacious kitchen with large granite island bar
& granite countertops
- Resort style pool, sand volleyball and putting
green
- 4 bed/ 4 bath house with brand new 2
bed/2.5 bath houses ready for August 2011
- New monitored entry drive security guard
house and gate
- 24- Hour monitored security system in each
house.
- Less than 2 miles from campus
- Visit us online for more information, view
floorplans or find a roomate; or call
864.654.1673 to speak with a leasing agent.
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CLUB LAX from page Cl
functions as the school's sole representative in the sport. It's certainly
a unique position, and it's one that
the team has taken advantage of in
shedding the stigma of its "club"
moniker. Indeed, the lacrosse team
enjoys many privileges and opportunities that most other club sports
could never even hope to have.
"Because we are the highest level
of lacrosse in the area, we are regularly asked to help run/coach local
high school and recreational tournaments and events," Leitholf, a stout
defender, said.
"We hosted a Super Bowl Shootout and a lacrosse clinic for grades
one through eight last February.
This summer we collaborated with
Nike for the first-ever Clemson Lacrosse camp in school history. We
had approximately 60 kids sign up
and participate."
On top of its youth events and
clinics, the team also hosts the annual Southern Comfort Tournament. High school and college
teams alike flock to Clemson from
all over the Southeast to compete in
the largest fall lacrosse tournament
in the region.
Their competition, however, is
not limited to tournaments and exhibitions. As members of the Southeastern Lacrosse Conference (SELC)
in rhe Men's Collegiate Lacrosse Association (MCLA), their regular and
postseasons bear a striking resemblance to that of your typical NCAA
lacrosse team.
Buoyed by a solid attack and a
stingy defense last season, the Tigers
finished runners-up in SELC Division I behind Tennessee with a 2-1
divisional record, defeating Georgia
11-8 to advance to the second round
of the post-season playoffs for the
first time in school history.
They lost a heartbreaker to eventual SELC champion Florida in the
second round, falling 13-12. The
program had another first last fall
when the Tigers defeated rival Virginia Tech.
They also participated in an
NCAA Division II tournament.
All in all, Clemson Club Lacrosse
boasted an overall record of 11-5-1
lor both fall and spring combined.
The success on the field was not
the sole reason for Club Lacrosse being voted Clemson's Club Sport of
the Year. The club's involvement in
the local community also played a
large role, as did their fiscal success.
In addition to their contributions
to youth lacrosse events, the club
also sponsors a YMCA youth soccer
team, the Black Eagles.
The organization as a whole raised
over $7,000 on its own last year, an
impressive feat considering its relatively small number of members.
Perhaps the most unique attribute
of the club, however, is the involvement of members' parents.
"We have a highly active corps
of parents," Leitholf said. "Every
spring, we team up with the girls'
lacrosse team to host a Parents'
Weekend that includes two games
for each team, a massive tailgate for
the parents and a banquet in the
evening."
The model laid out by the Men's
Lacrosse Club has been a successful
one, and Clemson's other club sports
teams would do well to emulate it.
The team has enjoyed success
throughout its history despite the
fact that lacrosse has only recently
begun to truly take hold in Southeastern towns and high schools.
It is a growing sport that will only
continue to grow as time passes and
more and more kids get involved in
its youth ranks.
For the future of Clemson men's
lacrosse, that can only mean good
things.
The Tigers open up their season
on Friday, Oct. 8 when they take on
USC at 5 p.m. on Clemson's Club
Fields.
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TIGER CUB from page Al
A junior studying Special Education, Sarah enjoys interacting with
children as the Cub on Saturdays. "The Cub was originally designed
for the kids, and it is definitely a very rewarding part for me," Newburn said. "The kids truly adore The Cub, and The Cub adores the
kids."
Not many students come to college with hopes and aspirations
of becoming a school mascot, and Sarah Newburn is no exception.
Instead it was a passion for Clemson sports that eventually led her
toward the job of being a mascot. "I love Clemson University, and I
love Clemson athletics. I have a lot of school spirit and wanted to have
a bigger impact," she said.
Newburn, a native of Greenville, S.C.j is currendy in her second
year as the Tiger Cub. Being the mascot is very exclusive, so having the
position of current Tiger or Tiger Cub does not necessarily mean that
the mask will be retained the following year.
Sarah competed against five other individuals for the position of
Tiger Cub before her first year as the mascot and nine competitors
before this football season. Mascot tryouts are held throughout baseball season. During tryouts, hopeful students dress up in their mascot
attire and entertain the fans at Doug Kingsmore Stadium while being
judged by anonymous alumni who formerly wore the famous facade
of Clemson's mascot duo.
Despite competing against other potential male mascots, Sarah
won the job after a lot of hard work and practice to become the first
female Tiger Cub in Clemson history. "Being the first female is pretty
cool, but I never really see myself as that. I just see myself as being the
mascot, which is what it is all about. I have no feminist views whatsoever. I just love the university, and that was why I wanted to be the
Cub," she said.
Newburn credits many of her mascot skills to Tyler Alewine, a
previous Tiger Cub, claiming he taught her the Cub's patented walk
and gave her many of the ideas she uses during games today. She also

INTENSITY from page Cl
what happened in the third quarter had
to be in the back of your mind the whole
time. I was talking to an Auburn fan while
waiting in line at the concession stand for
an overpriced Coke during halftime. He
asked me what the chances were that we
would come out flat in the second half like
we always do. Instead of taking offense to
that statement, I was amazed that he followed us enough to know that the potential for a meltdown was there.
So what was the problem during that
third quarter? My answer: there wasn't
one. Auburn is just a good football team.
Ask our feathered friends in Columbia
and they'd certainly agree. No one quit for
us. No one lost heart, and no single player
should be blamed for any single instance
that happened. The defense had some
mental lapses, and the offense didn't click
like it did in the first half. If that never
happened, we would probably be looking
to defend our tenth national tide in a row.
But that does happen, and it came back to
bite us in the end.
I said all of that to say this: don't rule
anything out for the Tigers in 2010.
If Swinney and the rest of the Clemson

1, 2010

credits Nolan Cole, a
former Tiger, for getting the mascot program at Clemson to where it is today.
"I worked very closely with Nolan Cole during my first year, and he
had a large impact in my journey," Newman said. "I definitely looked
up to him and received a ton of support and help from him along the
way. We lost a huge aspect of the program when he graduated."
The former mascots taught Sarah many things, including what to
do when children decide to pull on the costumes tail. "The majority
of the time I hope an adult will intervene, but if not, I try to turn it
into a tug-of-war game," Newburn said.
While being a mascot has its advantages, most students would
loathe the idea of spending their weekends in a 30-pound suit that
is 30 degrees hotter than the outside temperature and lacks any form
of ventilation. Sarah Newburn, however, sees putting on the suit as a
normal part of her day.
"Unlike most schools, Clemson really sees the importance of the
mascot and asks for full involvement," Newburn said. "We go to almost every sporting event, various on-campus appearances and a ton
of off-campus appearances. We are always doing something. Game
day itself is very time-consuming, as we start our routine long before
kick off."
While having the mascots present provides a lot of fun and amusement for Clemson fans attending athletic events, Sarah never forgets
why the Tiger and Cub are there to begin with. "My favorite part
about being the Tiger Cub is the impact I get to have on school spirit.
School spirit is something I feel very strongly about, so I feel it is my
responsibility to lead in that area," she said. "As a mascot, I have the
opportunity to impact the fans and stir emotion in them by how I
respond on the field."
Another responsibility the Cub has at home football games is to
challenge the Tiger to a crowd surfing race after the third quarter.
"Crowd surfing is a ton of fun. It is so awesome to be part of that
Clemson tradition," Newburn said. "A lot of people don't know this,

team can get as excited about playing each
and every game from here on out, there's
nothing this squad can't accomplish. That,
combined with a relatively disappointing
performance from most of the ACC thus
far, should be an indication that the Tigers
are right where they need to be coming
into this weekend's homecoming matchup against Miami.
The preseason is over. A new season
starts tomorrow as Clemson kicks off its
ACC campaign. The Tigers will play all
eight conference games consecutively this
season before finishing the year against
the Gamecocks at home. If the Tigers can
somehow shut down Jacory Harris along
with the Miami offense and overcome one
of the best defensive front seven in the nation, I would argue that the Tigers would
be front-runners for their second consecutive Adantic Division tide.
While many of the other teams in the
ACC that were supposed to be powers
this year are struggling, now is the time for
Clemson to pick up the slack.
One surprise so far this season that poses the biggest threat to the Tigers is Russell
Wilson and N.C. State. The Wolfpack are
off to their first 4-0 start since Philip Rivers led N.C. .State to a 9-0 start in 2002.

Last weekend they beat the defending
conference champions Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets 45-28.
The Wolfpack visits Clemson on the
first weekend in November. By then the
Tigers will have essentially run the gauntlet of its conference schedule. Of course,
there's Miami tomorrow. Then Clemson
travels to Chapel Hill to tangle with Butch
Davis and the Tar Heels. After that, Maryland and Georgia Tech come knocking in
the two weeks following. That four game
stretch will speak volumes.
If (and this is a big if) Clemson can
maintain the same mentality and intensity it did for the Auburn game, there's
no reason we couldn't be undefeated in
the conference before the showdown with
N.C. State.
The talent is there. A lot of people
thought that Clemson would be miserable on offense with the loss of C.J. Spiller.
I sincerely hope that those who thought
that have learned the names of Ellington
and Harper. Kyle Parker coming back
has been huge; he just needs a few of our
young receivers to step up and make plays
for him. Tight end Dwayne Allen has
done his part in the passing game, hauling
in eight catches for 156 yards and a touch-

but the tradition is a race between the Cub and the Tiger to get to
the top. So make sure you try to get The Cub up faster than theTger!"
Having the bubbly and childish personality that the Cub does, he
is often seen flirting with the women of Clemson, but Sarah does not
take credit for those antics. "I leave those interactions to my backup,
who is male. When I'm in the suit, you'll never see the Cub doing
those kind of lovey interactions with girls," she said.
Being a mascot keeps Sarah within close proximity to Clemson
athletics at all times. "I get to do things, see things and meet individuals that people dream of doing. Working so closely with IPTAY is
rewarding, because every single employee is someone worthy to look
up to. They are having a great impact in my life," she said. "The ACC
Championship last season was a very rewarding experience for me. I
was given the honor of escorting Coach Danny Ford onto the field
before the game."
Mascots across the NCAA have surprisingly different and distinct
programs and boards backing them. While Clemson's mascots are
managed by IPTAY, Newburn mentioned the ways other universities
handle the students who represent their schools behind a mask.
"Each program is run very differendy. A lot of times we get compared to Aubie, which is silly, because Aubie doesn't plan any of those
cool things. He just shows up. He is run by Student Government and
has multiple committees plan those props and skits for him," Newburn said. "Our program is taken care of by IPTAY. They help us in
any way we need. The most respectable part about our program is
Clemson doesn't take any percentage out of the money we make doing
private appearances. Generally the university takes large dividends of
the fees, but Clemson doesn't take a penny."
Working public and private events around the clock while keeping
up with schoolwork can be taxing on even the best mascots, and Sarah
Newburn is no exception. "When I'm exhausted from the week and
headed to another appearance and feel I'm just not that into it, some
little kid will come up and say something like, 'Hi Cubbie... I love
you.' That just makes it all worth it," Newburn said.

down in three games. If Clemson holds its
own in the conference, Allen will be a big
reason for it.
Defensively, you can't question the talent of DeAndre McDaniel. The senior
safety is a man amongst boys out there on
the field. Byron Maxwell and Marcus Gilchrist on the corners give the Tigers arguably the best secondary in the conference.
Da'Quan Bowers, Brandon Thompson,
Jarvis Jenkins and Mguel Chavis have
improved significandy along the defensive
line this year as well. The only question on
the defensive side of the ball has been inconsistency at linebacker. A lot of that has
been fundamentals that are fixable problems, like tackling and taking good angles
to the ball. Having Brandon Maye back
from knee surgery for the Auburn game is
a good sign that we should be okay there
too.
I have a funny feeling about this year's
team. If the kind of emotion we saw
against Auburn was any indication, no
one in the ACC that I've seen can handle
us. That may be a bold statement, and
come Saturday afternoon I could be eating a lot of crow. But, fot once, I think
that all the pieces have fallen into place
for Clemson to have a legitimate shot at

an ACC Championship and a BCS Bowl
berth.
All they have to do is keep their composure and understand that tomorrow
marks the first game of the season. Everything that has happened to this point is
just preparation for Miami and the rest
of the ACC. That's all that matters right
now.
When I talked to freshman kicker
Christian Catanzaro earlier this year for
an article, he told me that he looked at
each field goal on a kick-by-kick basis. To
me, that represents a mentality that the
rest of the team should adopt. It may be
cliche, but the Tigers need not look ahead
or behind to what might be or what could
have been. If they can focus on every game
and get as fired up as they were against
Auburn every Saturday, I think it will pay
dividends.
It all starts tomorrow with the Hurricanes. Coach Swinney wants the stadium
to be as loud, if not louder, than the 126
decibels it was back in 2005 when the
'Canes came to Death Valley. I was there;
it was insane. If the students can overcome the noon kickoff and make that
kind noise, they'll see a team that's ready
to make a run at the ACC.
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Kimberly causes a Ruckus
Competing in the classroom and on the track, Kimberly Ruck is setting the bar high for student-athletes.
RYAN DONNELLY
STAFF WRITER

In the sport of cross country, there are
various strategies runners employ as they
seek victory. There are negative splits,
during which the runner sprints the last
half of the race faster than the first. There
are positive splits, which are the exact opposite. Among other things, many runners even consider gravity when planning
out their race.
Junior standout Kimberly Ruck seems
to prefer the Ricky Bobby method — go
fast.
"For me, cross country is mainly running," she said. "But for some, it is a lot
more. I like to go out and run my hardest
from start to finish. For some people it's
about their splits and all about the rimes.
They like to incorporate certain strategies, but I just like to go out and run."
Ruck's uncomplicated tactics might
be rooted in the fact that she had never
even participated in cross country until
college, quite a remarkable fact considering she is becoming one of the best runners in the country. Ruck was a standout
soccer player at Eastside High School in
Greenville, S.C. and was named All-State
in 2007 and All-Region three times.
Ruck played for the Club Soccer team at
Clemson before making the transition to
cross country. She emerged as the team's
number two runner as a freshman and
was the second-best scorer at the ACC
Championships with a 20th place finish.
Last year, Ruck cemented her status
as Clemson's top performer and finished
ninth in the ACC Championships — the
highest finish by a Clemson female at the
conference meet since Beth Ahern was
seventh in 1998.
"It was easy to make the transition into
cross country, because I loved running,"

Ruck said. "The mileage was difficult at
first, and the fact that I wasn't running
just to go out and exercise anymore. I was
running to compete and be on a team. It
was a different mindset, but at the end of
the day, I was doing what I enjoyed."
Perhaps it is Ruck's simple approach
that allows her so much success, along
with her ability to run super-fast. Ruck
has won two individual victories in her
Cross Country career — one at the Charlotte Invitational last year and another at
last week's Clemson Invitational. While
compering at Clemson's first meet since
2006, Ruck set a personal best in the 5K,
led the Tigers to victory and won ACC
Cross Country Performer of the Week
Honors.
"Kim came out and established the
tone early in that race, and her teammates
fed off her energy," Lawrence Jackson,
Clemson's Director of Track & Field and
Cross Country said. "We're striving to get
this program in contention for not only
the ACC Championship but also a bid
at the NCAA Championships as well.
Hopefully this meet was a great sign of
things to come."
As the team looks to make great strides
this year, the supporting cast will be just
as important as Ruck. Senior Stephanie
Buffo, junior Alyssa Kulik, sophomore
Sarah Turman and redshirt freshman
Elyse Borisko all posted impressive times
at the Clemson Invitational. Ruck believes there is more than enough talent
to get the job done this year. "We have
a lot of strong incoming freshmen, and
our returners are doing better than ever,"
she said.
Just as impressive as her athletic
achievements are Kim's successes in the
classroom. She has been a member of
the All ACC-Academic teams in her first
two years at Clemson and looks to make

a third consecutive appearance this year.
Her incredible sense of time management
is something every Clemson student
should look to emulate, and she points to
this as the derivation of her success. "Being an athlete, you definitely take a crash
course in rime management," she said. "It
is just making your schedule and prioritizing. There is definitely time for school,
sports and social, but you have to be efficient with the down rime you are given."
As the Clemson Women's Cross
Country team looks to make a run at the
ACC and NCAA Championships again
this year, they will certainly lean on junior
phenom Kimberly Ruck. Nothing is certain, but if the past is any indicator, the
future looks bright.

PROFILE
Class: Junior
Hometown: Greer, S.C.
High School: Eastside
Major: Health Science
Collegiate Bests
5000m —17:02.4
6000m — 20:26.1
Honors
AII-ACC (2009)
All-Region (2009)
AII-ACC Academic (2008-09)
USTFCCCA All-Academek (2009)
Results
ACC Championships (9th)
Southeast Regionals (11th)
Mountaineer Open (2nd)

Kimberly Ruck finished ninth at ACC Championships last season, the highest
finish by a Clemson cross country athlete since 1998.

Leam how to "healthily" your on campus options online! Locations include,
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Grab n Go
Always offers healthy sandwiches, sushi,
fruit cups, veggie cups & more
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East Side Food Court
JUMP Asian Cuisine veggies & protein
Zoca taco salad (substitute the shell
for a bowl)
Tiger Grill turkey burger & grilled tofu
steak burger
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The Canteen
Grille Works black bean burger
Salad Garden fresh salads
Smoothie Bar low calorie smoothies
Fernow St. Cafe
Montague's Deli hummus & veggie wrap
Burger Studio veggie burger & grilled
chicken sandwich
Chili's Too
"Guiltless Grill" menu options
marked by the red chili pepper
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Varsity golf places
13th at Ping Preview
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Tigers take first ACC loss
*

Squad falls short after three close sets against Demon Deacons.
EMILY WHITE
STAFF WRITER

The Varsity Tiger Golf team travelled to Oklahoma to participate in an early
season tournament that involved many of the top NCAA programs.
past two days. The first day was tough,
but that's what the course was playing.
The wind was blowing anywhere from
20-25 mph," Penley said about Mills'
performance.
The Tigers seemed to regroup after the
first round of play, as nearly every player
shot a lower second-round score. Junior
McCuen Elmore shot the team's lowest
first round score of 77 but struggled during the final two days of play, shooting
83-86.
Sophomore Crawford Reeves was
close behind team leader Mills, posting
a score of 235 and shooting 83-76-76.
Juniors David Dannelly, a transfer from
Coastal Carolina, and Jacob Burger both
shot scores of 237.
Dannelly and Mills shot the Tigers'
lowest third-round score of 74. "Dannelly had a great third round; he did everything he needed to," Penley said.
Coach Penley stated that the Preview
will allow for the team to regain some of
their focus.
"We really need to focus more on the
important practice rounds, regardless of
where the wind is at."
Host Oklahoma State went on to post
the winning score of 878, 14 over par.
The Tigers, who do not have a single
senior on the roster this year, will look
for guidance in Coach Penley, as it is his
28th year in coaching. Penley has led the
Tigers to 21 top-20 seasons, which includes coaching two Ben Hogan Award
winners, D.J. Trahan and Kyle Stanley.
Next week the Tigers will travel to
Macon, Ga. to compete in the Brickyard
Collegiate Invitational hosted by Mercer

WYATT STEPHENS
STAFF WRITER

The men's golf team finished 13th out
of 15th place in a strong field at the Ping
Pteview on Tuesday.
The Ping Preview, which is arguably
the biggest tournament of the fall, gives
good insight into what both players and
coaches can look forward to and improve
on for the remainder of the season.
The three-day event, which included
some of the nations top golf programs,
was held at Karsten Creek in Stillwater,
Okla., the site of Clemson's 2003 National Championship.
The Tigers won the Ping Preview in
2002 and a year later went on to defeat
Oklahoma State by two strokes in the
National Championship. "That's without a doubt one of the greatest accomplishments I have ever had coaching,"
head coach Larry Penley said regarding
the victory. "That golf course seems to
separate the teams. You are going to have
to strike the ball extremely well."
The strong field included top-ranked
teams Texas, Oklahoma State, Texas
A&M and defending national champions Augusta State. The ACC sent three
teams, including Clemson, to the tournament. Eighth-ranked Georgia Tech
finished seventh while non-ranked Virginia Tech finished 10th.
Led by sophomore Corbin Mills, the
Tigers posted a score of 932 on the challenging 7400-yard course. Mills, who
shot 86-72-74, a score of 232, was the
Tigers' only even-par score for the tournament.
"Corbin just played phenomenal the

The Lady Tigers fell short to Wake Forest in three
straight sets during an ACC volleyball matchup held in
Jervey Gymnasium last Friday night.
"We exchange film and do scatter reports, so we knew
what they were going to be doing," Clemson Head Coach
Joelen Jordan Hoover, who is in the midst of her 18th season at Clemson, said. "They kept the ball up. It's all about
effort, and I thought Wake played great."
The Tigers (10-3) had a total of 54 points compared to
Wake's (8-4) 60 points. Judging by record, Clemson fans
favored the Tigers to win the match and did not expect the
team to fall behind at any point.
The locker room is a place that has the power to bring a
team together, and that's definitely the kind of motivating
atmosphere Clemson needed going into the third set.
Referring to the mood, freshman Mo Simmons said, "It
was intense, and everyone was a little hesitant. But we all
spoke and agreed that we had to leave the first half behind
us."
Simmons, a Buford, Ga. native, recorded five kills, 11
digs and a total of seven points. Entering the match as the
ACC's Freshman of the Week, Simmons led in hitting and
aces at the Clemson Classic, a tournament held on campus
the weekend of Sept. 17. She averaged two kills and two
digs per set throughout the tournament.
"We were lacking teamwork," Simmons said. "It felt like
we were all individuals; it was like every man for themselves. Even though we would all come together after doing
something good, we still played an individual game. You
can definitely tell on the court when we work together and
when we don't."
Despite five lead changes throughout the sets and 25 tie
scores, the Tigers were not able to capitalize on any of the
Demon Deacons' mistakes.
Final outcome aside, Clemson's talent was not a complete no-show. Sophomore Serenat Yaz notched 16 points,
followed by Sandra Adeleye with 10.5 and Natalie Patzin
with ten. The Orange and Purple had a total of 45 kills and
63 digs compared to Wake Forest's 48 and 64, respectively.
Energy erupted in Jervey at the start of the third set and
could be felt by the jumping and chanting that emanated
from the solid orange student section. The repetition of
"Tiger Rag" from the likes of the band's brass instruments
only increased the crowd's intensity.
Going into the third set, Hoover knew Clemson would
have to put forth their best in order to make a comeback.
"You're down 0-2," Hoover said. "It's a tough situation
to be in. We just tried to break it down: what we could do

Freshman standout Mo Simmons tied a career-high
against Wake Forest with 11 digs.
specifically against Wake, what we were already doing well and
just based it off of that."
Despite a disappointing loss, the Tigers insist on not letting it affect their spirits and determination going into future
matches.
"We just have to shake this game off and move on to the
next," Simmons said. "Drop this one, it's behind us. We must
move on and play like the team we're expected to be."
Clemson will travel to Blacksburg, Va., to take on Virginia
Tech on Oct. 1 and continue to Charlottesville, Va., to challenge the University of Virginia on Oct. 3.
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As a member of the Air Guard, yooll develop the advanced skills you need to compete in
today's economy. And because you serve part-time, you can use your abilities to get ahead in
your civilian career. All while receiving generous benefits, including:
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TUITION ASSISTANCE
STEADY PAYCHECK
AFFORDABLE HEALTH INSURANCE
MILITARY RETIREMENT PLAN

Most important, you'll have the chance to serve your community and your country with pr.de.

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
SOOTH CAHOUNA
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FANTASY FOOTBALL: WEEK FOUR!
There are a lot of things men can do with their free time. Fantasy football is better than all of them.
ROBERT TINSLEY
STAFF WRITER

Congratulations. You are 3-0, and it
looks like there is no possible way your
potent team will ever be outscored. Before you start placing bets on your own
team (I don't know if you can actually do
this, but it wouldn't surprise me if there
were websites for this), you might want
to take a look at the next couple weeks
as teams start having their seasonal bye
weeks beginning this Sunday.
Since I started playing fantasy football
back in 2004, a few things have held
constant through each season: Donovan
McNabb was most likely my quarterback
(this is only my second season without
the Syracuse alum), bye weeks usually
accounted for two of my losses and one
of my wins and my leading receiver at
the end of the year is always someone I
picked up off waivers. I am the Al Davis
of drafting wide receivers, so I apologize
to all of you who drafted Calvin Johnson this season. Matt Stafford's shoulder
injury and the resulting mediocre stats
from Johnson are probably my fault for
taking him in the second round.
This is the time of the season where
the waiver wire becomes your best friend.
Whether you are looking for a one-week
wonder to fill in for a bye or a minor injury, a player who is just about to start
his season due to suspension or holdout
or just a sleeper you want to take a flyer
on because who you drafted was more
Ryan Leaf than Peyton Manning, here
are some common free agents to keep an
eye on:

Waiver iMre Wonders
Sam Bradford, QB St. Louis vs.
Seatde: Bradford has probably done as
well as fans could possibly expect him to

do for the Rams so far. The rookie may
not be a good long-term solution if you
need a quarterback, but this week he is
playing a pass defense that allows over
300 yards per game.
Charlie Batch, QB Pittsburgh
vs. Baltimore: Speaking of incredibly
short-term solutions, Batch's starting gig
has an expiration date of week six when
Ben Roethlisberger returns from his fourgame suspension. He's got a tougher test
this week with the Ravens coming to the
Steel City, but he has a much better supporting cast around him than Bradford.
Peyton Hillis, RB Cleveland vs.
Cincinnati: In the shock of the season,
the Browns have gotten off to a bit of
a slow start. Due to Jerome Harrison's
thigh injury along with quarterbacks
Jake Delhomme and Seneca Wallace
fighting their inability to play quarterback, Hillis has been forced to carry the
load more and more over the past few
weeks and should rack up another good
statistical day.
Jacoby Jones, WR Houston @
Oakland: Matt Schaub has become one
of the powerhouse quarterbacks in the
league, largely thanks to a loaded receiving corps. Andre Johnson is still hobbled
with an ankle injury, so Jones and Kevin
Walter may get some more opportunities to impress. If Johnson plays through
injury, he will have to face shutdown
corner Nnamdi Asomugha. This could
allow Jones to have a big day against the
Raiders.

Aaron Hernandez, TE New
England @ Miami: After giving up two
touchdowns to Dustin Keller on Sunday
night, the Dolphins defense has a lot of
other things to worry about with the Patriots coming to town. New England has
continued to stay in the air throughout
the first few games without a proven run-

Sfarfem
Greg Jennings, WR Green Bay @
Detroit: The blanket statement "Start any
offensive player against Detroit" isn't too
bad of an idea, but it especially isn't for
Jennings this week. No. 85 is coming off
a down week against the Bears, but a bad
Lions defense and no ground attack from
Green Bay will lead to some big numbers
for Jennings and Aaron Rodgers.
Michael Vick, QB Philadelphia vs.
Washington: It's really tough to believe
that Vick is going to continue this torrid
stretch, but I just don't think the Redskins
are going to be the ones to stop it. With
McNabb returning to Philly, this game
has a chance of turning into a shootout,
and Vick has a lot of weapons to throw to
in the event of a firefight.
Maurice Jones-Drew, RB Jacksonville vs. Indianapolis: MJD remains
the focal point of the Jaguar offense, and
he always seems to shine brightest against
the AFC rival Colts. In eight career games,
Jones-Drew has scored nine touchdowns
(seven rushing) and averages just under
100 yards per game.
Matt Ryan, QB Adanta vs. San
Francisco: After a massive overtime win
in the Superdome last week, Ryan and
the Falcons are flying high back home to
face the Niners. Matty Ice looked really
solid at home during a week two matchup
against the Cardinals. Prime targets Tony

Love Designer Jeans?
The Kappa Alpha Theta
Charity Denim Jean Sale
has all your favorite brandsAll at 40-60% Off!

Gonzalez and Roddy White have to like
the look of their counterparts, who have
given up seven touchdowns through the
air this season thanks to some less-thanstellar quarterbacks.
Zach Miller, TE Oakland vs. Houston: The Texans may be a sexy pick in the
AFC South, but there is no denying that
they need to fix their pass defense. With
limited options from his receiving corps,
Bruce Gradkowski will be looking for his
big tight end to attack the middle of the
Texan defense.
DeAngelo Williams, RB Carolina @ New Orleans: The Saints haven't
been very good against the run this year,
granted against road-grating backs like
Peterson, Gore and Turner. Carolina will
have Jimmy Clausen under center again,
so their only hope may be to run like the
police are on their tail.
Ochocinco and T.O., WR Cincinnati @ Cleveland: Batman and Robin,
or whatever the hell they call themselves,
haven't really been tearing up Gotham yet
this year. Facing the Cleveland Browns
can solve a lot of their woes. Hopefully
they don't get a call from Commissioner
Gordon for excessive celebration.

ning back, so look for Hernandez to get
some opportunities in the red zone for
his first NFL touchdown.
Dustin Keller, TE NY Jets @ Buffalo: Despite some great performances
in last year's playoffs and the beginning
of this year, Keller is available in about
one out of every four leagues. His value
might take a hit in the future with the return of Santonio Holmes. Nevertheless,
Mark Sanchez calls his number on third
down or in the red zone time after time,
and that will be no different in Buffalo.

Sifem
lay Cutler, QB Chicago @ NY Giants: The Bears are the lone NFC team
without a blemish in their loss column,
but color me skeptical that Cuder has
turned the corner as a premier quarterback. I'm still not convinced he has a clear
concept of colors, because he throws a lot
of critical passes seemingly straight at defenders. Don't expect the Giants to waste
as many opportunities as the Packers did.
Pittsburgh, D/ST vs. Baltimore:
On the off chance you have multiple
defenses, steer clear of the Steel Curtain
this week. Joe Flacco looks like he's finally
starting to heat up with Todd Heap and
Anquan Boldin. The Steelers' offense
won't be able to sustain drives and give the
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► Pre & Post-Operative
Rehab
• Orthopaedic Injury
Rehab
• Hand Therapy
• Custom Splinting
• Sport Conditioning
•Injury Prevention
Education
Custom Foot Orthotics
• Pool Therapy
13.000 square fool
state-of-the-artfacility

Proceeds to Benefit CASA and
The Kappa Alpha Theta Foundation

LaDainian Tomlinson, RB NY
Jets @ Buffalo: Speaking of players I'm
not sold on, I just don't get the feeling that
LT is a safe bet any week unless you need
an emergency flex player. Buffalo may be
a lot of things, but they aren't bad against
the run. I'd steer clear of Tomlinson and
Shonn Green this week.
Lance Moore, WR New Orleans
vs. Carolina: Classic buy low, sell high. I
just don't think last week was a breakout
game for Lance. The Saints have a lot of
good receivers that sporadically post great
numbers. But none of them, aside from
Colston, do it with any consistency.
Rashard Mendenhall, RB Pittsburgh vs. Baltimore: With Charlie Batch
still under center, everybody knows that
Mendenhall will be ridden like a horse
come Sunday. That includes the Ravens
defense. Historically speaking, one-dimensional teams don't fare well against
Ray Lewis and Co.
All of this information comes with a
veritable bag of salt, as fantasy football is
an inexact science.
Look at the people they pay to research this stuff at ESPN and just think
about how few other jobs they have the
brainpower to succeed at.
My only guarantee is that I do indeed
have a brain (I check every morning)
and hope these tips help guide your
team to victory. Don't forget to check
your roster before Sunday to make sure
everyone on your active roster isn't on
bye this week, and good luck on making
your selections.

Break it. Strain it. Tear it.

.

October 7 from 9 am - 6 pm
In the Hendrix Ballroom

defense the breather they'll need against a
physical runner like Ray Rice.
Eddie Royal, WR Denver @ Tennessee: An overall bad matchup for the
Broncos, it's especially ominous for the
Denver receivers. The Titans still haven't
given up a touchdown to a receiver this
year. Royal, who gains most of his value
from being a deep threat, may be in for a
long week in the Volunteer State.

located on
Hwy. 123 just a few miles
from campus

864-4.82-008.5
www.csmr.org
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Whether you were injured playing
intramurals or are recovering from a
recent surgery, we provide rehabilitation
programs with individual attention to
return you to your busy college life or
sports arena!
Trust the best. We 've been treating our neighbors in
Clemson, Seneca, Central, and surrounding areas
since 1994...
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After taking a month off
in

the

mountains

of

North Carolina to rest,

said, "especially when an artist can

ran through the tailgates. I don't think

write

really are. It adds realness to music."

anyone had an idea that it was me."
Church would certainly fit in at
most college towns, as his pre-show ritual

something

about

who

they

relax and write, country

Thus far, his favorite collaboration

phenomenon Eric Church
is ready to get back on the road and couldn't

has been with the legendary Hank

includes several swigs of Jack Daniels.

Williams, Jr. He says it was an experience

Whatever it takes to get the blood flowing

be more excited to have Clemson as one

he will always remember, but he is always

and the vocal cords prepped, right?

of his first tour stops. "I love Clemson,"

looking for other musicians to add to

The country singer currently calls

Church said, a Granite Falls, N.C, native.
"It's near where I'm from, and the crowd

his impressive repertoire. Similar to his
list of influences, Church would jump

Nashville home but undoubtedly misses
thelaidbackatmosphereofNorthCarolina.

is just great. It was definitely an added

at the opportunity to work with Tom

"Nashville has a great energy," Church

bonus when I found out that Miranda

Petty, Bruce Springsteen or Bob Seger.

said, whose favorite sport to watch is

[Lambert] would be making a stop here."

"I will always regret that I never

college basketball. "It's definitely a place

Eric Church will grace Clemson on

had an opportunity to work with — or

to husde and a great place to be creative."

Oct. 7 — alongside Miranda Lambert and

meet — Johnny Cash," Church said.

Even though he just completed

place

a 30-day writing vacation, having a

with CMT on Tour. Church and Lambert

to perform, Church hesitated before

three-month tour on the horizon must

have done a handful of shows together

answering, pondering all the diverse venues

generate

before but never a tour of this magnitude.

he has been to throughout his career.

for

"Miranda has a very passionate fan

"South Carolina," Church said with
confidence in hisvoice/'Mysong'Carolina'

— on

types of fans, so it will be very interesting

takes on a completely different meaning

Vegas," Church said with excitement in his

to see them come together. I'm excited."

voice. "I've been there several times before.

of

when I perform in one of the Carolinas."
While that answer seems flawless,

Church

Church admitted that it is less about

A graduate of Appalachian State

has been writing songs since he was

the place and more about the crowd.

University with a degree in marketing,

Josh Kelley — while traveling the country

base," Church said. "We have different

A

self-proclaimed

authentic

Mexican

huge
food,

fan

When

asked

his

favorite

some

vacation
Dec.

sort
once

of anticipation
the

final

10 — rolls

show

around.

"The last show is conveniendy in Las

In Vegas, there's always a party to be had."

in

Eric Church can hardly believe where

guitar shordy after. The artist cites his
musical influences as Bruce Springsteen,

college towns. The atmosphere goes

his life has taken him. You see, Clemson

unmatched,"

whose

students, your choice of major may

Earl

favorite color is fittingly Carolina blue.
"It's funny, when I was in Clemson this
past spring, I went for a run and actually

seem like the end-all and be-all right
now, but you can never be quite sure
which direction your life may take you.

13 years old and picked up his first

Haggard
and
Bob
Dylan.
"I appreciate the whole singer/

songwriter

mentality,"

Church

"I

really

love
Church

performing
said,
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Interpol
"Interpol"
JACOB
For most artists, self-titled
albums are
statements
about the band's identity.
However, "Interpol" finds
the New York City quartet
struggling to find their bearings on an

rarely works. The first half of the record

left the band, citing creative differences.

contains

The tension between Dengler and

more

guitar-driven

songs,

most of which sound more focused

the rest of the band is reflected by

and developed than the atmospheric

the conflicting styles on "Interpol,"

drudge that makes up the second half

and until the band can choose one

of the record. Opener "Success" and

direction to focus on, they'll continue

gonna stay up, ain't gonna lay low,

first single "Barricade"

to

gonna dance all night because we say so."

album that was supposed to be a return to
their roots. After the disappointing mess

debut, hinting that the band was

With one line, the entire theme

that was their third album, "Our Love to

indeed aiming to recreate their original

for 30H!3's latest album is set. The

Admire," the band stated that they had

sound, but those songs work because

Colorado

resolved to revisit the sound that brought

the keyboards never feel overbearing.

studio album on June 29, 2010, and

The songs that comprise

their first two records so much acclaim.

evoke their

make

less

interesting

albums.

duo

released

its

third

the

has been touring all over the U.S.

seems to be no going back to that era.

second half of the record end up
blending together into the same

and overseas since. If you missed
their tour with Cobra Starship and

With the release of their second

mix of atmospheric keyboards and

album, "Andes," the band started to use

occasional flourishes of echoing guitar

Travie McCoy over the summer,
you'll have another chance to catch

more keyboards and atmospheric textures

that plagued "Our Love to Admire"
and the weaker moments of "Andes."

them on Oct. 18 in Charlotte, N.C.

rather than the post-punk guitars that
defined their debut. On "Interpol," the

After the recording of this album,

"Streets of Gold" only one star and said

band tries to balance the two styles, but it

bassist and keyboardist Carlos Dengler

the album is the "soundtrack for beer

Unfortunately

for

"Interpol,"

there

Rolling

Stone

magazine

gave

pong tournaments." I think they may
have forgotten that young adults, mosdy
college kids, are the ones listening to
30H!3. So maybe being the soundtrack
for beer pong isn't such a bad thing.
I, however,

feel like Nat and

Sean's music is about more than that.
There are two types of people in the
world: lyrics people and music people.
Lyrics people are those who can't wait
to connect with the words and find
ways to relate to the song's meaning.
Music people are those who just want
a good beat to dance to. 30H!3 has
something to offer for both types.

1/

When I'm having one of those
days where nothing is going right and
I'm stressed out, I don't want to come
home and listen to something that will
only make me dwell on those feelings.
I want to throw on an album that
will cheer me up and put me back in

DECEMBER 2010 GRADl ATKS:

a good mood. 30H!3 is that band,
and "Streets of Gold" is that album.
It's hard to be in a bad mood

PURCHASE YOUR HONOR STOLE NOW!
Omicron Delta Kappa is pleased to announce the Fall 2010 Stole Sale!

when Sean Foreman is singing, "We
are young, we're on the run, and
you're never gonna chase us down."
The majority of the tracks on this
album are about having fun, being
young and not worrying about a thing.
Their sound is the perfect balance of
electro-pop and rock while Sean mixes
things up with his style of rap, which
can be heard on the song, "I Know How
To Say." It's hard to not be addicted to
this band. Not only is "Streets of Gold"
their best album lyrically, their live show
is full of more energy than one could
expect. Girls will love them because, yes,
they're attractive, and because all you can
do is dance when their album is playing,
and what girl doesn't love dancing? The
guys will find themselves singing along
with catchy tunes, such as "Starstruckk,"
and before long they'll be dancing too.
30H!3 is the best guilty pleasure to hit
the music business since Savage Garden.
Admit it, you still sing along with
I Want You" whenever it's playing.

To qualify, you must be an undergraduate with a cumulative GPA of3.0 or
higher.
I Ionor stole orders and payments are DUE no later than
th

Monday, October 11

Most of their music is feel-good,
dance-away-your-stress music, like
the songs "My First Kiss," "I Can Do
Anything" and of course "Don't Trust
Me." 30H!3 also has a few songs that
are more on the serious side. "I know
it must seem frightening to have the

Stoles start at $55.00 each

world fall apart right under your shoes,

To < >rder an honor stole, please visit < air website:
http://people.clemson.edu/~odk/stoles.html

one of the best tracks on the album.

trust me, you'll make it through,"
from the song "I'm Not The One," is
"30H!3" and "Want" were the
band's first two albums, and I highly
recommend checking them out. Both

«- *

Please direct all questions or concerns to
e!cmsonhonorstoles(/z innail.com * *

are heavier with the bass and the)'
played around with different sounds,
but that's the beauty of 30H!3 —
they never fail to surprise the fans.
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Aries

Leo

Sagittarius

March 21 -April20

July 23-Aug. 23

Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

► Pumpkin spice lattes are in your future.

Taurus
April 21 -May 20

OF

THE

In 1976, the 10 billionth gallon of
Coca-Cola syrup was produced.

1

2

3

4

5

6

14

15

17

18

20

27

9

1

Gemini

Libra
Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

1

,.

41

■ 45

43

:

1 1

65

Pisces
Feb. 20 - March 20

34

35

36

56

57

Ingredients:
1 /2 pound lean ground beef
- 1 teaspoon cumin
1 small onion, chopped
- 1 teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon dried Mexican oregano -1 /4 teaspoon fresh ground pepper
1 (<S ounce) can tomato paste
- 1 (26 ounce) can ranch style beans
2-3/4 to 3 cups water
- Shredded cheddar orjalapeno jack
4 to 5 garlic cloves, minced
cheese
2 teaspoons chili powder
- Corn chips or crackers

48

m

60

55

.,

E
0

£
p
0
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42. Ward off
44. Scrutinized
45. Recorded the duration of
47. Bank robberies
49. Huge mansions
52. Orange peel
53. Once again allow traffic
through
54. Eavesdropper
58. Exam type
59. Eye part
61. Voice exercise
62. Nuptial partner
63. Heavy book
64. Amusement-park
features
65. Not as much
66. For votes
67. Odor
Down
1. Indistinguishable
2. Lyric poems

1. Using a large cooking pot over medium heat, brown beef. When beef is almost
cooked, add onion and oregano, then cook until meat is browned.
2. Add tomato paste and one cup of water. Stir until smooth. Add remaining water,
garlic, chili powder, cumin, salt and pepper, then stir until well blended. Stir in ranch
style beans and bring to a simmer. Cover with lid, lower heat and simmer for 25
minutes.
3. Serve with cheese and your favorite corn chips or crackers.

64

66

Across
1. Slumps
6. Battle
10. Accomplishments
14. Perfect
15. Contusion
16. Impostor
17. Nairobi is the capital
18. Small ocean retreat
19. Mah-Jong game piece
20. Literary composers
22. Bundled pack
24. Skin welt
25. Most mysterious
26. Church platforms
29. Propelled a boat
30. Indiana city
31. Safecrackers
33. Reverse wheelie
37. Partake of
38. Fermented beverage
39. Disaster relief
40. Seeks advice

3. Curved glass
4. Department store
payment plan
5. Assassin

6.
7.
8.
9.

Eddy
Football play
100%
Double-breasted
jackets
10. Spanning
11. Reprimand
12. Tall stories
13. Small food fish
21. Understandable
23. Have reality
25. Anxious
26. Large toad species
27. GirF
28. Voyage
29. Stared
32. Roof projection
34. Negative votes
35. Soda variation

8<36.
41.
42.
43.
44.
46.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
54.
55.
56.
57.
60.

Probability
Paper fasteners
Comfort
The present event
Marked by great visual
recall
Complete, a sell
Keys in
Scout about
Cliff nest
Hangs out
Gets out of bed
Flat bean
Naked
Paradise
Relief
Fish eggs

CUDOKU

6

6

6

1

SJDIS

4

3

6
1

2
7

5

5. In terms of the amount of alcohol you get, which is the most expensive: whiskey, beer
or wine?

ia>puo 'Z

8
8

3

5

3

4
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,NSWERS
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(
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6

5

1

4

4. In which country is the world's largest McDonalds Restaurant?

sdwDjs spsiico •£

7

2
1

2

3. What does a philatelist do?

II

1

4
9

2. Which insect accurately indicates the air temperature: cricket, mosquito or spider?

DU|i|0 y

DIFFICULTY

4

What are Alpha Centauri and Sirius?

jaag -g

0

Paradise may have been lost in your
W relationship. Maybe it's time to move
on.

Midterms, shmidterms. Who needs
» studying when there's Wikipedia for all
the answers?

„

44

II
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Scorpio
Oct. 24 - Nov. 21

"Totes McGotes" is not always an
appropriate response.

33

H

.

You will learn to shred it on the long
fc board this week. Keep your eyes open
for the perfect time.

Yield: 4 Servings

■ 5-1

58

Jan. 20 - Feb. 19

Basic Chili Recipe:

42

53

m

Aquarius
iljffif

Cancer

■ 39

51

Start looking for cool fall activities to do
with your friends. Don't let this chilly
opportunity pass you by.

23 '

32

46

K

June 22-July 22
13

,.

■

37

50

12

Capricorn
Dec. 22-Jan. 19

Don't feel bad that your favorite
W homecoming float fell apart — there's
always next year.

■
31

40

n

e

k Maybe isolation would be the best
option to get over your cold.

The stars show that Tuesday will be a
great day for you.

May21 -June 21

II

28

30

49

8

21

■ 24

26

7

Virgo
Aug. 24 - Sept. 22
W
*

A little sugar added to anything you
^ eat will make it delicious. Try it all day
Thursday.

PR0SSW0RD

► Your hard work will pay off. Keep doing
those sit-ups!

u

k Your life's questions will be answered in
' an unsuspecting book on your shelf.
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Have no fear,
Doc is here!

How to lose the
freshman fifteen

UEGAN CHERARD

Though
just

be

he
a

may

pup,

trained Doc's handler, Officer Steve

venues such as Memorial Stadium

EKAH U/ILSON
DEKAH
UU

he's

Miller, so he can effectively work

and

powerful

with and understand Doc's signals.

major

and ready to protect

South Carolina Law Enforcement

attend sporting events and concerts

first time you get to live without pestering from your

Clemson
University.
Doc, as they call him, is a 2-year-old
Labrador retriever and has been

Division obtained a $ 15,000 Homeland

with a peaceful mind, knowing Doc

parents. After hours of studying, it is the first time you

Security

the

has confirmed our safety. Doc will

bomb a test you thought you were going to pass. You

university to create the new Explosive

may pull your first all-nighter before a paper is due then

Thanks

also use his highly-trained nose to
sniff out any suspicious packages

to this grant, we received Doc.

or respond to any bomb threats.

potent,

trained to detect explosives.
Canine
Consultants,

Detection

Inc. in Inman, S.C., trained
our

newest

member

grant

and

enabled

Canine Team.

According to Captain Eric

of

Hendricks,

the Clemson family. This
company
also

purpose

Doc's
is

primary

to

"sweep

Littlejohn
events."

Continue
University

Coliseum
Therefore

enjoying

events

and

before
we

can

Clemson
know

The first year of college is a year of many firsts. It is the

stay up the next two consecutive nights cramming for a presentation and
quizzes. It is the first time you make the decision for yourself between
getting adequate sleep or going to the party everyone is talking about.

that

Freshman year is also the first year you may pack on the extra pounds

Doc just may have saved the day.

infamously known as the freshman fifteen. To avoid this undesirable
first, here are some simple steps to keep off or lose the freshman fifteen:
1.

Manage Your Time Wisely
With classes throughout the day and extra activities at night, it
may seem as though there is never enough time in the day for
a full meal or that the only convenient foods are the unhealthy
foods. However, by managing your time and planning times in the
day for the meals, you can avoid grabbing fast food on the go or
overeating. When you slow down and take time to eat your food,
you will eat less. Also, taking the time in the cafeteria to plan your

2.

meals and pick healthier options will keep you full and satisfied.
Stop the Midnight Munching
Staying up late to finish a project or study for an exam can make
you hungry for a midnight snack. By eating three healthy meals in
a day, this late-night craving can be decreased. Sometimes you just
cannot resist having something to munch on. If this is the case,
go for a nutritious alternative to pizza or chips. Snack on fruits,
veggies or healthier snack products like trail mix. It is best to not
eat late at night, but if you must, try to limit yourself by measuring

3.

out portions rather than eating straight out of the container.
Get A Move On
Instead of sitting around in the dorm playing Halo or watching TV
with friends from your hall, put on your running shoes and go for a
jog around campus. If running is not your thing, head over to Fike.
There are plenty of fitness classes, such as yoga, cycling and Zumba.
There are also several gyms for basketball, volleyball and racquetball,

4.

and there is even a rock wall. Whatever it is you enjoy to do, there
are several ways to stay active and keep off the freshman flab.
Don't Skip Breakfast
When getting up for an eight o'clock class, it is tempting to
roll out of bed and go straight to class without eating the most
important meal of the day. Eating breakfast kick-starts your
metabolism and keeps you from snacking as much throughout the
day. It will also give you energy and help you stay awake in your
early morning classes. If you have trouble eating a fully-balanced

WE DE H©

5.

breakfast before class, at least eat a bagel or something on the go.
Snack Smarter
Studying and down time are sure to lead to mindless eating and junk
food cravings. Instead of eating Doritos straight from the bag or

\

nearly an entire container of Ben & Jerry's, eat something that will
satisfy your hunger and not pack on pounds. Eating three balanced
meals should prevent too much snacking, but if you must munch,
try to stay away from foods high in sugars and calories. For a salty
snack, indulge in air-popped popcorn or pretzels. Fruits like apples
or bananas with a spoonful of peanut butter are sweet treats that
are not only tasty but also full of protein, fiber and other nutrients.

Wednesday
ALL YOU CAN EAT
PULLED PORK
$12.45
Green Screen

KARAOKE
Broadcast live over the

web.... New backgrounds
added each week.

33^SCREENS
B66R
HOOTIE
Buckets HOUNDS

Bucket o' Beer 6 for $8
Domestic 6 for $10
Premium 6 for $15

ptain & Coke $13
Jack & Coke $13
Well Drinks $10
Fuel $16

LIVE THIS
FRIDAY

everyday
BOTTOMLESS
PASTA, SALAD
& TEXAS TOAST
$8.45

BOGO HALF OFF
OUR
INFAMOUS MUNCHIE SUBS
LHt ore per custow. Not vaU h ccrrtnrtcr we an otfnr coupon. Capon wMirdWwoirbrM.2010

163 Old Greenville Hwy • Clemson • www.FriarsTavern.net

864 624 9994
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FINN'S GRILL
The day after the big party - Who can focus on
taking an exam working on less than an hour of
sleep? Unless drooling on the test counts as an
answer, there is no way you can do well on a test
on less than an hour of sleep.
The Friday before a game - There is so much
team spirit going around that there's not enough
studying going around. Everybody is so busy
preparing for tailgating and the big game that
they completely space on the fact that they
have an exam.
Holidays - That's just evil on the professor's part
to even assign an exam on a holiday.
When you're sick - This is the absolute worst time
to have to take an exam because you feel all
icky and sick, and yet you have to focus on the
test.

KAT.E

Q UEEN

In the building beside TD's,
several restaurants have
come and gone. It's a great
location, but the restaurants
before had served food
that was just so-so. However, that
was before Finn's Grill came along.
Having eaten at the past
restaurants, I was a little nervous
when I went into Finn's Grill for
lunch, but my worries were soon
pushed aside. First, I noticed
that the decor of the restaurant
was classy with a tropical touch.
Brightly colored fish statues were
tucked in little brick nooks all along
the wall, and the bar was very clean

and looked really nice and upscale.
My friend and I both decided on
the $5-99 lunch special of chicken
and grits with a chorizo gravy and
mixed vegetables. Like I said, I was
definitely worried about my order,
but both my friend and I were
blown away by the main course. It
was fabulous! Perfect seasoning in
the gravy, creamy grits and perfectly
cooked vegetables made the entire
meal delightful. Furthermore, the
portion was massive for $5.99.
We were also surprised because
the lunch special included a
dessert (a brownie sundae) and
bread. The bread was a unique

pineapple coconut flavor, which
my friend described as "a pifia
colada with butter." It was really
yummy and totally different than
the basic wheat or white bread
you normally get in restaurants.
At the end of lunch, I was
ready to try more things on the
menu, but I was definitely too
stuffed to even try! For $5.99,
this was a sensational meal, and
I even recommended Finn's to
several classmates that afternoon.
I give Finn's Grill two
thumbs up and a very high
recommendation for when you
feel the need to taste the tropics.

Your birthday - For real, who wants to have an
exam on their birthday? Yeah, great way to
celebrate your birthday: "Happy birthday to...
oh crap, exam!"
EXHIBIT from page Al
While experiencing these artworks,
which are in some ways destructive to
nature, Russell and Douthey take in
the immensity of the land, location
and the time they've spent in isolation
with the works as well as the events
that led them to their destinations.
Their response to the large-scale
earthworks yields intriguing photos and
sculptures that are humorous at first
glance. Hot pink, splashes of color, blue
tulle and fake mustaches are sure to grab
your attention. In the case of Russell and
Douthey, humor is a tool that allows us
to enter the artwork and discuss serious
issues without being confrontational.
After being drawn in by humorous
imagery, one begins to question issues
such as gender roles and the destruction
of land. Nancy Douthey approaches
the masculine art genre with a certain
sense of femininity while Jacinda
Russell explores time, loss and renewal.
The famous land art that Russell and
Douthey visited is often inaccessible to
the public unless one is willing to pay

a hefty fee or take chances on unpaved
roads in the middle of nowhere. Most of
what we see and hear about land art is
through textbooks and old photographs.
This is humorously exemplified in
"We Got the Time and the Goods
and are Happy to Write You a Check.
Paying Our Way into Lightning Field,
Quemado, New Mexico." Together,
Russell and Douthey created an online
blog to document their journey and
allow the public to experience the largescale works in a contemporary context.
They got lost in the desert, relied on
strangers to get them to their destinations
and made new acquaintances along the
way. Their day-to-day record of this
journey is still available and is worth
taking a look at. You can keep up with
the artists' current work and thoughts at
www.earthworksnearyou.blogspot.com.
Nancy Douthey earned her M.FA. in
Intermedia from University of Houston,
where she currendy lives and works.
Jacinda Russell received an M.FA
in Photography from University of
Arizona. Russell lives and works in
Muncie, Ind., and teaches at Ball State.

EL MAR

Who gave you the gift of fishing?
THE TIGER CTAFF

It is an important person who teaches you how to
fish. They can be anyone: a mother, father, grandparent,
brother or friend. Usually they are a significant person in
your life, and it was no doubt a meaningful moment.
This month, Costa Del Mar asks Clemson students to
honor the person who gave them the "gift of fishing."
Today it's as important as ever to celebrate
the gift of fishing and pass it along to others. By
inspiring our friends, family and loved ones to fish,
we can keep a tradition alive while protecting Earth's
fisheries and promoting sustainable fishing practices.
Clemson students can submit a story to The Tiger
explaining the way they received the gift of fishing. Fans
on The Tigers Facebook page will vote on the students'
entries using the "like" feature. The story with the most
"likes" will be featured in an upcoming issue of The Tiger.
The selected entrant will also receive a complimentary
pair of Costa Del Mar sunglasses, the clearest sunglasses

on the planet and a key piece of gear for anglers.
Please submit one photograph illustrating your "Gift of
Fishing" experience along with a story (no more than four
sentences) to editor@thetigernews.com. All entries must
be received by Oct. 15. Entries will be posted in a photo
album on The Tigers Facebook page, www.facebook.com/
thetigernews, and voting will be open from Oct. 15 to Oct. 31.
The finalist will be featured in an upcoming
issue of The Tiger and will receive one
complimentary pair of Costa Del Mar sunglasses.
Costa Del Mar is also hosting a nationwide "Gift of
Fishing" promotion on their Facebook site, www.facebook.
com/costasunglassesstartingOct. 1. Every two weeks for eight
weeks, Costa's Facebook fans will vote on their favorite photo,
and the person receiving the most votes will win a free pair of
Costas. At the end of the promotion, a grand prize winner
will win a trip for two to the Bahamas to go bonefishing.
Costas fan
tan page.
For more information, please visit Costa's

'

Geezer Pop's
■#s*»-

Sammiches
VefctU*?

£W Sftcc 20/0

Now Open Downtown!
-Free cookie & Drink nith pvrcltatc ofSub (»itnthls coupon)

Buy 3 Get 1 Free! • Ask About Wii Wednesdays!
Carryovt Only

VMncs&Tf }{\gYcs 6vm-l Opm

864. 653.POPS
105-2 Sloan St, Clemson, SC
Above |Mlr«> '.<• Pizza
"BigRnlTapiece from Douthey and Russell's floating cake artwork.
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TIGER^&PAW
PRODUCTIONS
OCTOBER IS FINALLY HERE! Football
season is in full swing, we have soccer, volleyball, and a full lineup of concert events on
campus. Starting the month off we have the
CMT Tour with Miranda Lambert, Eric
Church, and Josh Kelley. This 28 city-wide
tour will make its stop in Tiger Town Thursday October 7th.

CMT ON TOUR

IRANDA LAMBERT
REVOLUTION
20I0

SPLL-IAL GUEST ERIC CHURCH

t f|

Thursday October 7th

LittleJohn Coliseum

October 15th ^
FREE
■
ADMISSION! **

Learn how TPP attracts artists to Clemson!

"Reaching For The Stars"
10/14

Fanatics Meeting
@ The UC Greenroom

You Request The Best...

rVRL"

Next on the concert calendar we have singer
and songwriter Bob Dylan and His Band.
This artist have spanned decades and decades
of generations with his songs ranging from
Folk to Rock and Roll. He has received numerous awards from Grammy's to being inducted to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame.
Come be a part of history as he graces us with
his presence Sunday October 17th.
Rounding off the calendar we have one of
Clemson's very own Lee Brice returning to
the University as a Billboard chart-topping
country singer. As alum to the Clemson
Football team Brice is returning to the fields
of Littlejohn Coliseum to knock out all the
fans with his hit single "Love Like Crazy" and
many more. Also performing with Lee Brice
is country trio of Love and Theft. You may
have heard of their hit song "Runaway", or
even seen them open up for Taylor Swift, but
this band is sure to deliver as they touch
down in Clemson. You can see both Lee
Brice and Love and Theft Thursday October
21st.
To purchase tickets visit our on-campus Box
Office in the Hendrix Student Center on the
second floor at the reservation desk. Visit
this convenient location to receive student
discounts and help with picking the best available seats for each of the shows. Not satisfied
with this lineup, think you can come up with
something better? Would you like to get an
inside look on what goes into booking a show
or just better knowledge of the concert industry? Then be sure to attend our next Fanatics
meeting Thursday October 14th. Go Tigers,
Beat Miami!

^^^virtual request line

...We'll Do The Rest

www.ClemsonMajorEvents.com
3111 TBl
RENTALS

ticketmaster.com
864 233.2525

Alvin Jenkins
Executive Director
TigerPaw Productions
www.b acks t age tp p.com

